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SCARED! WOULDN'T YOU BE?

CONGRESSMAN SIBLEY'S

INDIANS ARE

INTERVIEW

INTERESTING

NUMBEH 2G0

SURROUNDED

JOINT STATEHOOD

BELIEVED
DELEGATE

IN

Quotes President Roosevelt as Saying If Statehood Is Voted
Down, the Territories Must Remain as Such
For an Indefinite Period.

Butte. Mont., Oct. 29. A special
from Sheridan, Wyo., Bays: Soldiers
are now approaching the band of renegade Utes from five directions, and
It is only a question of time until the
redskins are forced either to surrender or are annihilated by cavlnry
The Utes are making
and troops.
for the Cheyenne agency.
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STURGESLAST NIGHT

Which Was Opened Today.

assist your delegate, Hon. B. S. Rodey
and together he and I canvassed, 1
think tvery man in the house 01 representatives and were able in that
body to secure a majority of the republican membership before the opponents of statehood became aware of
our efforts. I then went to the house
leaders and asked that the bill be considered and that It should pass withdivision, assuring them that we
out
had a majority of the house pledged
to that end. This they seemed inclined
to doubt. I gave them a list of names
and told them they could verify It
for themselves. They did make this
verification and the house of representatives passed the bill for statehood without a division. In company
senator Tiere."
At Washington Mr. Sibley Is known your present delegate, Hon. Wk H.
as "Honest Joe Sibley," a non de Andrews, I went to Senator Quay of
plume given him by his colleagues Pennsylvania and finally elicited his
for good honest service for his con- support of the single statehood prop
stituents, and his make-u- p Is in keep- osition. There were few bettor fighters or diplomats than Senator Quay.
ing with all that the phrase Implies.
No one could mistake "Honest Joe The opposition, however, of Senator
Sibley" for any one else. He la tall, Beverldge and others of the senate
smooth shaved, ruddy face set with was such that they were able to pregray eyes that ere very much In keep- vent its passage through that body.
ing with his reputation for integrity. Before the opening of the next cotv
A square topped stiff hat and Prince gress I had a long interview with
of the Senator Quay. He had canvassed the
Albert ccit finish the make-uman, who quieted Senator Joseph situation with his colleagues and told
Bailey of Texas, so that Albuquerque, me that it was an absolute Impossicould have a $100,000 government bility in his Judgment to ever pass a
building and worked hand and glove bill admitting separately Arizona and
New Mexico and that conviction con'
with the president and Delegate
drewg bo that the people of New Mex- firmed by Senator Quay is today the
ico and Arizona could have a chance sincere conviction of every friend ol
to claim a full suffrage franchise if these two territories, who has can
they should choose to accept Joint vassed the situation and Is familiar
'
therewith. Mr. Rodey was an ardent
statehood.
and sincere advocate of single state
Hit Interview.
hood, but .he camo to recognize its
"Is 'his your first visit west?"
"I have been going through your I impossibility. Senator Andrews can
vassed the house and senate as an
territory for a great many years."
"Are you going to remain here for earnest advocate of single statehood
and recognizes the same truth. It
some time?"
"No, only for a day or two having was only by the most earnest strug
stopped off on my way to the coast gle that the friends of the territories
to see Senator Andrews and some ot were able at the. republican caucus
my other friends. On the occasion to secure a majority in favor of Joint
statehood and from the opening of
of my first visit here twenty or more me
session tin its close, the fight in
years ago, there were I think few It
any buildings on the east side 01 the behalf of the admission of the two
railway and in walking about the city territories as a single state was a
yesterday, I was greatly gratified at fierce one. The large majority of the
seeing the evidences of substantial opposition are opposed to the admls
sion under any consideration Joint or
and permanent growth."
"You have been recognized, Mr. Sib- otherwise. Mr. Andrews, your dele
ley, as one of the ardent friends of gate, one or the ablest, earnest and
most energetic men I know, worked
statehood."
night and day. At the desire and re
Original Statehood Advocate.
Cannon. I gave
"Yes, I think I am one of the earl- quest of Speaker
iest friends. When I went to con- wnatever time, ability and influence I
gress la the extra session of 1893 I possessed in the same directlop.
became acquainted with your then Speaker Cannon used every honest,
proper effort for the
delegate, a most estimable
gentle- earnest and
man. Hojj. Antonio Joseph. He was same end and the only criticisms ever
good enough to give me a book pub- made against him as speaker within
lished by the enterprising people of the ranks of his own party, the only
New Mexico, showing her agricultural attack ever made on him by tnese
republicans since he mounted
and mineral resources. During that
congress I helped to admit Utah to the speaker's rostrum were attacks
the sisterhood of states. Mr. Josepn maue upon him because he sought to
was deeply interested In the admis- permit Arizona and New Mexico to
sion of New Mexico and his efforts avail themselves of the opportunity
were incessant among his fellow mem- to enjoy representative government,
bers to porure recognition of the And with such forces operating, we
claims cf New Mexico for admission, recognized that there would have been
In 'which efforts I heartily and earfailure except for the earnest and ra
triotic efforts of our chief exlecutlve,
nestly seconded him.
Therefore It
"It would be somewhat amusing, Theodore Roosevelt.
if not 90 serious. In witnessing the at- seems to me that all who are familiar
titude of our democratic friends in with the situation must recognize two
congress today who seek to defeat facts:
. Ktatehooii, by building the hope that
"First, that the democratic party
when by iom turn of the political when in power have been by their
wheel thtre liall lie n democratic record more bitterly opposed to adcongress and a democratic adminismission of these two territories upon
tration, that then New Mexico and any terms than has been the republl
Arizona will be separately admitted can.
Hnd those men who make this argu"Second, that the only terms upon
ment ioint to the attitude of the which admission will be
Is
democratic party for the last four upon me Joining of the secured
terrl
years to show how they have stood tories into one state. The two
ronublican
by the interests of these two terri- party nas done all in
nower In
tories. I have Hat in congress for this direction and manytheir
of those who
four years as a democrat and when nave stood wltb us In the
past are
the democratic party controlled the sick una urea or the entire proposl
house of representatives, there never non and it seems to me that your de-- I
was ten per cent of them, nor do I termination as expressed by
vote
believe there was five per cent, speak- or your electors on the sixththe
ing from my best recollection, who November next, will determineday of
this
were not bitterly opposed to state- for many years to come.
hood. We can only Judge' the future
President Roosevelt Determined.
by the pat. At that time, when Mr.
"In a conversation with President
Joseph was the delegate from New Roosevelt
a week ago today, in disMexico and the Hon. Marcus A. Smith cussing this matter.
was deKgate from Arizona, both men above as my convictionI stated he the
at
and
of ability and both earnest In their
once said 'If
fails now, it falls abfor statehood, they will, if can- solutely for itthe
next twenty-fiv- e
did, bemr testimony to the fact that years to come.
th democratic party gave them no would come In nowThat either they
or would not come
recognition, no encouragement,
no In within the next twnety-flvyears.'
support of any kind or character what, Those
of us who know President
soever. 'And the efforts for statehood Roosevelt,
loves the west as few
alible or Joint has come through men living who
east do, who has recog
republican sources and not demothe west as few of his prede-cratic. Now that the republican party nized
cessors
ever done, must know
is clothed with the responsibility for that theyhave
have no warmer, truer or
legislation, it is somewhat amusing to (more sincere
find tha democrats in congress oppos- Roosevelt. Andfriend than President
with the magnificent
ing the republican program.
When oii(rtunlty afforded, with no criticism
Halebooj does come to these terri-'orl- jot the enabling
act save alone the
it U my conviction It will come Jointure of the two
territories, why
only as a republican measure. Cer- should not Arizona
tainly mauy republicans of the east avail thtmselvea of and New Mexico
this opportunity."
have labored zealously with your deleA Vigorous Denial.
gate in behalf of statehood."
"Mr Sibley, it has been charged that
Favor Separate Statehood.
the gifts of land
"Do you believe, Mr. Sibley, that Hie nature of a and money were In
bribe to our people
Hie territories OUght to be joined?"
What hHve you to say about this?"
"Speaking for uivsclf oersomllv I
rfimily that this is not alone fake
should haw much preferred to nave li'it ridiculously false. What
objict
euch admitted separately. Acting .could either the house, the senate
or
at. the request tf Senator Andrews it In- - president
have in seeking to bribe
aad either friends, who had larg
the teriitorl. s. This statement Is un- i'ie territories,
fought to wnrrhy of any t leman who would
n
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THE DEAD

Sooners Numerous In Dash For No Doubt Some Bodies Were
Man
Washed Out to Sea-O- ne
Walker Lake Indian Reservation

Hon. Joseph C. Sibley, congressman
district of
from the twenty-eightPennsylvania for nineteen years, one
of the best known and most powerful
atatesme of the east ad a good friend
of New Mexico and Arizona, Is stopping at the Alvarado temporarily
while on a trip west, whither his doctor bas sent him in search of a dry
climate. "Years or open air speaking
has made my throat like a piece of
raw meat, and the doctor says mat I
need some dry air," Is the way that
to
Mr. Sibley put It while talking
Senator Andrews and a reporter for
The Evening Citizen this morning.
"I'm on my way west and I Just
stopped off to ste my friend, the
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AW BRIDGE

Soldiers Are Approaching Electric Cars Plunge Through.
Draw That Seems to Have
the Renegrade Utes From
Been Out of Fix.
Five Directions.

the People to Cast Their Ballots
For Joint Statehood.
GOOD WORK OF NEW MEXICO'S

AT

LIFE

OF

IN WYOMING

He Gives Some Facts and Appeals to

COMPLIMENTS

o

E

SCOUTS ARE
SPYING OUT THE LAND
Omaha, Neb., Oct. 29. A special
from Sturges, S. IX, says two Indians,
believed to be scouts from the Ute
band now supposed to be encamped
on Powder river in Wyoming, rode
Into Sturges last night and after asking about the distance to Fort Meade
from town, the time the main body
of the Sixth cavalry left for the tort
and the number of men left there,
disappeared. It was feared that the
Utes contemplated a descent on the
place for the confiscation of supplies,
and the people of the town slept on
their arms. Considerable excitement
still prevails.
INDIAN

THE ALBUQUERQUE TIGER, DEMOCRACY'S IMITATION OS A SMALL SCALE IN BERNAUI.I.O
COUNTY OF NEW YORK'S TAMMANY ROSS. FINDS HIMSELF OVERBURDENED BY THE BOLTERS. HE
13 BADLY SCARED AND WOULD LIKE TO BE WELL, OUT OF THE MESS.
people are considered no longer aliens
..
...
V
It...
.1... 1.
.th
niw
ctvtiicu
uui uae nevwiuw nit ..r
the elective franchise, the right to
select their own Judges and .governors
the opportunity to make their voices
and Influence felt In the house and
senate of the United States, there
wtmld come an Influx of population
and of capital, which would change
the jhyslcal face of the state. Men
who are citizens, do not willingly become aliens. This alone has retarded
"
1
1 1
1 1 development and it seems to me that
t
neither upon the floor of t.he house of
representatives or In the senate or in
ANNOUN-- "
THE MORNING MUD SLING ER THIS MORNING
theh newspapers, have I ever seen one
CES "THAT THERE WILL BE NO ELECTION BOARD IN ANY
valid argument In favor of defeating
statehood. That special interests and
PRECINCT APPOINTED THIS YEAR THAT WILL PERMIT THE
individual ambitions might suffer, beSECRECY OF THE BALLOT BOX TO BE VIOLATED, BY ANY
cause
of statehood Is unquestionable,
BOSS OR BY ANY ONE ELSE, WHO MAY DESIRE TO FIND
but that the general good would be
OUT HOW CERTAIN PERSONS VOTED.
EVERY MAN MAY
conserved, is equally true and cannot
be denied."
CAST JUST SUCH A BALLOT AS HE CHOOSES TO CAST, BUT
NO ONE BUT HIMSELF WILL EVER KNOW HOW HE VOTED."
SL' Louis Wool Market.
T FOLLOWS THIS UP WITH A LOT OF ROT ABOUT HUB- - 8t. liouls. Oct. 29. Woor steady.
BELL AND THAT IF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY HAD A JlfDGE
Territory .vn'! wc'.'fn
27c; fine mediums.' T821c. .
TO REPRESENT IT ON THE ELECTION BOARD, IT COULD BE
4 ASCERTAINED HOW PEOPLE VOTED.
THIS IS TOO ABSURD
FOR DISCUSSION.
THE BALLOTS ARE RECEIVED, PUT IN
GRAFTERS GET BRAZEN
'THE BOX FOLDED UP, WITHOUT A MARK ON THEM TO DIS-TINGUISH THEM .
THE MUDSLINGERS EDITORIAL WAS.
WRITTEN AS AN APOLOGY FOR THE ACTION OF ALFRED
GRUNSFELD AND MANUEL SPRINGER, MEMBERS OF THE
'
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, IN REFUSING TO AP- POINT ANY JUDGES BUT PARTISANS OF ' THEIR OWN TIC- AND ORGANIZE
KET.
THEIR ACTION WAS TAKEN THIS MORNING AFTER THE
APPEARANCE
OF
THE
EDITORIAL
REFERRED TO AND
WAS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXCLUDING AT EVERY 8TEP OF
Announce For Platform to
THE ELECTION ANY EYE WITNESS TO THE CASTING, COUNT- Refute Slanderers Against
ING AND CERTIFYING OF THE VOTE EXCEPT PARTISANS OF
THE PEOPLE'S TICKET.
IT IS MORE REMARKABLE WHEN
Corporations.
IT IS REMEMBERED THAT MANUEL SPRINGER, THE COM MIS-SIONER WHO VOTES WITH GRUNSFELD TO 8ELECT THESE
JUDGES, IS HIMSELF A CANDIDATE FOR
JUDGE 'DECIDES AGAINST
THIS MORNING GRUNSFELD DECLARED THAT HE WAS
RUEF AND HIS CROWD
APPOINTING GOOD MEN FOR JUDGES AND HE WAS GOING TO
AS
FAR AS HE COULD THAT THERE WAS A FAIR ELEC- ,SEE
TION.
San Francisco, Oct. 29. At a meet
CAN'T HE FIND SOME GOOD MEN WHO ARE NOT
Ing of the board of supervisors last
SUPPORTERS OF HIS TICKET? GRUNSFELD HIMSELF IS "A
niht It was decide to form au organ
GOOD MAN" FOR HE HIMSELF HAS SAID IT, AND MR. FIELD
lzatiou with the avowed purpose to
HAS CORROBORATED HIM.
WE HAVE NO DOUBT HE HAS
"champion the cause of justice and
'4 HEARD FIELD SAY IT SO OFTEN
THAT GRUNSFELD HAS 't lair play and to refute the slanders
against corporations
and minion
ACTUALLY COME TO BELIEVE IT.
HOWEVER, THIS MAY
aires" and to resist the attacks of
BE, GRUNSFELD MAY BE AN HONEST
MERCHANT,
BUT
HE
The
the union labor administration.
KNOWS NOTHING ABOUT HOW AN HONEST AND FAIR ELEC- employes of the city government have
TION SHOULD BE HELD.
IT IS EVIDENT, AND THE DECLA-- "
been called to assemble at a mass
meeting Wednesday afternoon, each
RATIONS OF PARTISANS OF THE PEOPLE'S TICKET ABUND- to bring five friends, making a total
ANTLY SHOW, THAT IT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE PEOPLE'S
membership of the organization of
TICKET PARTISANS TO CARRY THIS ELECTION BY FOUL
24,01X1.
MEANS IF NECESSARY.
THE CITIZEN DOES NOT BELIEVE
Superior Jodae Against Them.
Superior Judgo Urahum at the
THEY CAN SUCCEED, BUT THE PEOPLE OUGHT TO KNOW
opening of his court at 10 o'clock
4 THEIR METHODS.
TO BE WARNED IN TIME
IS TO BE
this morning, decided that W. H
THRICE ARMED AGAINST THE IR 6CHEM ES.
Langdun is de facto district attorney
4
of San tVanclso. He then adjourned
4- H y
4
4
4 4
4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4
4 V 4 9 the court till 2 o'clock this afternoon.
Judue Graham's decision means that
the appointment of F. J. Henry as
attorney stands, and
make it. The friends of the terrl - and the vast addition of wealth and' istaut district
that the Indictment and prosecution
..
.
.
,1
..i..u..
tnrk.u airranlniF ... llu ,Un
iU
i.upiua.iun
,
lUiii
ii'jiiceuuw
10
buau
t nn
maito l. rkolooo
CH i
ut.ilH4 'in. tome lllelll... hf BlIeMO municipal grafters will
In conformity with their own
views must recoil on those who make them.
' Tor speaking, with more or
of justice did seek through this en- ltss
aiding act to bestow not a bribe, but intimate knowledge of the motives of eTAwnARn oil in isooo
only
in Ohio
a most magnificent endowment an the president and of Speaker Cannon
,
Kian.iard
a
afteVnim
n? OM romuani "tMu
ihlr
was fined
1
' restraint o trade n
of this magnificent domain of the two dowment such as was never given to
TnirBl 'fln
ltirlt',8.V,th?,.?i,L0.rtunlty toFn d.u' ?n ta'f.
.the.
un'".
U allowed forty
Ohla
c uiu me jive luiiiions in i num nun yuu anu an nonesi neonle
lanuu.
money.
e did vote, as I recall it, the belief and the knowledge that days to file a bill of exceptions and
was suspended for sixty
nearly twenty millions of acres of they were actuated by the highest the sentence
days to give the defense 4ime to file
land, giving four sections in each and truest impulses."
petitions in error.
township for school purposes. We
Not Very Large,
gave land for normal schools, hospit-- :
"I think it makes a large state, but
als, for agricultural colleges, etc. We not so large as Texas, vhich by her
did provide that the new state anould enabling act has the rinht at her will
receive five per cent from the sales to divide into five separate common-o- f
all public lands within her borders, wealths and K is my conviction that
because of the generous feeling enter- - within five years after the admission
tained by those who were friends of of Arizona, a proposition to divide It
this measure. Why should It be call- - would not command anywhere near a
ed a bribe? Do men require bribing majority In either section and within
'
before they will avail themselves of ten yejrs would not command five
Tf V 4 1 '
4
4 4 4 4 4
blessings. Our forefathers declared ' per cent of the votes. Ouiside the
Special to The Kvtning Citizen.
their independence and fought the personal ambitions of a few politic-wa- r
Itoswtll. N. At., Oct. 29. This 4
of the revolution bf cause they ians there would not be any sentl-wer- e
morning, lying cold and rigid in
taxed without representation, merit In that direction. The size of
in death, the dead body of Carl
Do we have to bribe aliens to accept Arizona would be a source of pride,
M. liinl was found in bis office
the gift of citizenship? Do we have as it is today to every loyal Texan
on a couch, in the court house,
to bribe parents to give their child- - and we all know that were l.h prop-re- n
apparently having been dead for
the opportunities for an education osiiion submitted in the state of Tex-tha- t
a few hours. The deceased was 4
will permit them to start upon as today to divide it into two ntjten
he clerk ot Tue rinn juuiciai
careers or usefulness? Ik we have to or three or four or even five, as they
district, umlir Judge W. II. 1'ope
bribe men who own farms in order bnve ibe right to do that proposition ' anil was one of the mobt popular 4
that (hey shall permit th ir tartiu to 'could not command t h. vote of one
young mm of this district. The
Do
multiply in ta!ue.
have to man out of every oiu- hundred and my' coroner's jury render d a verdict
bribe the courage and enterprise of conviction is that tbe
would be
that apoplexy was the cause of
your merchants and business people true of Arizona. With the marvelous
death
to accept the multlplbd opportunities resources of the new s ate when the!
4 '4 4 '4 ''" $
I
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LAND HUNGRY VIOLATE
THE LAND LAWS IN HASTE

Thorne, Nev., Oct. 29. Early this
morning 1,000 men prepared for a
dash to the Wtalker Lake Indian res
ervatton, although the signal for the
start was not to be given before
noon. Charges of favoritism have
been freely made in allowing certain
prospectors to enter the forbidden
ground to stake claims before the
signal Is given. Owing to the extent
of territory to be guarded small
forces of Indian police have found it
Impossible to keep thousands of pros
pectors la check, and many evaded
tho BtJ'V--jo.r.J- ri
.
pii$e T. Ed.i
'
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FIRST ANNIVERSARY OE
THAT IMPERIAL

Promising Russia Constitutional Government Marked
by Repression.
IN

DUAL CELEBRATION
MANIFESTO OMITTED

Lost His Whole Family.
Atlantic City. N. J.. Oct.

29.

Fifty-

three persons are positively knows
to have lost their lives in the electrta

railway accident yesterday at Thor- oughfalr. Of these forty-seve- n
hav
been identified, two are missing and!
four remain In the morgue unidentified. The two missing are known to
have perished.
The Identified Dead.
Among the identified dead are:
Mrs. Frederick Benkert and two chilW. U Walker,.
dren, Philadelphia;
Philadelphia;
David Fried,
New
York; Mrs. Cora Biddle Brown, Bast-po- rt,
Ale.; Laura Lawrence, Philadelphia; Mrs. Bradish, Atlantic City;
Frank F. Felsberg and wife, Philadelphia: Mrs. Kvalene McElroy and.
children. Philadelphia; Mrs. W. L.
Carter, Philadelphia; Mrs. Klla
and daughter, Philadelphia;
Miss Alartha T. Rice. Philadelphia;
Wm. Edwards, Woodbury, N. J.; B.
H. Ftnkelstein, Reading, Pa.; Frank
and Joseph Herward, Philadelphia;
Emanuel Bernard, New York, actor.
nephew ot Sara. Bernard, comedian.
Onlv One Car Examined.
At 11 o clock today fifty-on- e
bodies
had been recovered from the first
car which dashed Into the ThoroughHow many remain
fare yesterday.
in the second car, which has not yet
been examined, is unanown, but its
survey is to be completed by noon.
New Drivers Bring New Bodies.
Three fresh divers arrived ' from
Philadelphia this morning to take the
place ot those who worked all night
to recover the bodies ot those who
perished In the railway disaster at
Thoroughfare, near here, last evening. . The efforts of these men resulted In Cringing up three more bod-ie- ,s
Scenes In the temporary ntprgne
'wmm U(j ptJWbjj 'as1 admMcd wsr
fer

.......
heart Vending.
Among the pathetic cases was that

of Samuel McElroy. of Philadelphia,
who found his. whole family wiped out
by the disaster. His wife and a
daughter are In the morgne
boy is missing.
an dhis
A few minutes after 10 o'clock the
wrecking crew brought
from the
water the first car. No bodies were
found in It, but three bodies were
broughte up "with the lifting of the
car from its bed In the mud, which
seems to bear out the theory that
some bodies may have floated out
through the windows.
Caused by Bad Draw.
As details of yesterday's terrible
wreck on the electric line of the West
Jersey & Seashore railway developed
during the night, the disaster became
more appalling. The total number of
persons instantly killed is probably
sixty-siwith nearly a score of injured, several of whom, It Is thought,
will die. Forty-eigbodies have
been brought to the surface.
persons on
There were ninety-on- e
the train and twenty-fiv- e
have been
accounted for, which with the bodies
recovered, brings the total up to seventy-three.
This leaves eighteen unaccounted for and supposed to have
some of
been drowned. Possibly
these floated through the broken windows and were carried out to sea.
The wreck occurred on a drawbridge, which spans waterway about
a mile outside of the city. The accident was directly due to the draw
falling to work properly. A train ot
three cars dashed onto tho trestle at
high speed before the draw was
properly locked. The cars Jumped
the rails and the first two plunged into the water, while tho third caught
on an abutment and remained suspended. It was from this car that
nearly all tho Injured escaped. Te
cars which went into the water were
entirely submerged, and as the tide
Is running in rapidly the divers had
hard work in getting the bodies for
several hours.
x,

ht

Warsaw, Oct. 29. Fears are prevalent that dlsutrbances will occur tomorrow, the anniversary of the publication of the Imperial manifesto giving a constitution to Russia, These
have led to the adoption of vigorous
measures by the authorities. Strong
detachments of Cossacks and infantry will patrol the streets with orders
to suppress the slightest attempts at
any demonstration.
Crowds Must Not Assemble.
' On
the eve of the publication of
the Imperial manifesto, giving a constitution to Russia, October 80, 1905,
the prefect of police has caused the
city to be placarded with volumes of
warning to the public that In case of
disorders, demonstrations or even assembling of crowds, an armed force
will be used with all vigor.
Patrols are already on duty in the
suburbs and Louse porters this morns
ing began a
special vigil.
The ofticlal announcement in cathedrals and churches in honor of a twofold anniversary, the escape of the
Imperial family from railroad wreck
at Iiorkl in 188S and the Issuance of
the imperial manifesto, places emphasis on the first 'event, and the order to army officers instructing them
to attend service does not even mention the manifesto.
two-day-

Republicans Convene in Philadelphia.
29.
Philadelphia.
Oct.
Senator
Knox presided at a large republican
convention here today at which Attorney General Moody was the principal speaker. There are two republican gubernatorial
tickets In tho
field here. Mr. Moody, acting on instructions from the president, spoke
in favor of the candidacy of Mr. Penrose.

Germans Celebrate Anniversary.
Hoboken, N. J., Oct. 29. In the
German Lutheran Evangelical church
here last night the German Lutherans
of Jersey state celebrated the fiftieth
anniversary of the church and the
28Jth anniversary of the Iteformution.
RALLY
The attendance was very large. The GRAND
anniversary sermon was preached by
the Uev. Sr. Kudolph, who outlined
QFREPUBL1CANS
the causes which led up to the
when Luther, in the midst
of political turmoil
and religious
prejudices, rose from the ranks of AT THE ELKS' OPERA HOUSE ON
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 91.
the humble and originated his theses
which created a revolution in the religious world nearly 4io years aso.
The republicans of Albuquer- que will bold a grand ratification
Railway Indictments Heard.
meeting at Elks' opera bouse 4
Clarksburg, W. Va.. Oct. 2it At a
Wednesday evening, October 31
special term of the court here today
at 7:30 o'clock,
Judge Goff commenced the bearlug of
Ladies are luvlud to attend, e
the Indictments returned by the fedGood speakers, local aud ter- eral graml jury against the Baltimore
ritorlul, will address the meet- - 4
& Ohio Railway company for alleged
ing.
4
violations of the interstate commerce
All who are interested In the e
laws, namely discrimination against
election, whether republicans or e
some of the coal companies in the
democrats, should be present,
distribution of cars aud rebating. The
ami hear the republican side of
trials ar- - expected to latt for a conthe present campaign.
e
siderable time, us a very large numV
ber of winies.-e- s will bo examlneJ.

'
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For probate Judge

THE EVENING CITIZEN
rklHke

Maeedonlo

The Citizen Publishing Company

e

Mckinley county.

The Attention

The regular republican county conlarmt
vention of McKinley county was held
last Saturday afternoon at Gallup,
OF SUBSCRIPTION:
TtMS
with all the precincts, except Guam
.PA
by matl. on ymr in advance
Tny
W and Raman, represented.
1 tatty by mail per month ..
2.00
were
Waljr by mail, one year- The following nominations
unaniously made:
per
Carrier,
month
by
Dally
60c
For county commissioners W. I..
V. II. Morris.
in thr Hietherton and
Tw Etkwiwo Cititft will hi
rity at tha kw rata of 2u rent per week, or for 60
For sheriff Harry Coddlngton.
monthly.
paid
when
month,
ita ar
For assessor Gus .Mulholland.
For treasurer and collector PalAdrertlslng Rates Made Known on Application
mer Ketner.
R. B.
For school superintendent
Butui Hww win cnli a favor by notifying ui
Norlhwn Arlrnna Circulation.

prr.

of th

n

tmifwriwtWr

Aotomatlc 183
TERRITORIAL

to tba order of tha

Colorado

I

For Delegate to Congress

WILLIAM H. ANDREWS,
of Bernalillo County.
COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
For Council
WILLIAM B. CHILDERS.
For Representatives

UNION

ac-

curately, and at a fair price,
with the best of everything in
our line.

Highland

Pharmacy
Railroad Avenue and Broadway

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full 8et of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling
raeting
Painless

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, pianos, Organs, Horse,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
1200.
Loans are quickly mad
and
strictly private. Time:
One month
year
given.
Goods remain In
to one
your possession. Our rates are reason
see
us
before
able. Call and

On

'

tickets to and frem all
parts or the worm.
RoomB 3 and 4, Gratt Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

::::::::n

ALL

WORK

up

50c

00
HW

--

Jr

ABSOLUTELY

F. COPP
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
B.

COMING EVENTS

COUNTY

Capita! end surplus, $.oo,goo

INTEREST

ON

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Close In on North Fifth, at a bargain
this week.

119 Baivsi

house, close in, lowlands,
for 12700.00.

110 West Gold Ave.

BACON

BASHINSKY

&

DEPOSITS

REAL

ESTATE

205 West Gold

AN3

Facilities.

Ql (0$Sl!E!iEGii Of

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, . sst, Cashier; Wm, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon :.una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.

Four-roo-

ry

NEW MEXICO

TWO LOTS

POR TERFIELD CO.

cottage, furnished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car line.
FOR RENT Kitchen, dinmg room,
bed room and store room, $15 per
month, at the Minneapolis House,
Albuquerque, N. M.
d
FOR RENT PI ea sant airy, well
rooms, with modern Improvements. Apply At store, 622 East
Marquette avenue, corner of north
Broadway.
FOR RENT Residence 7U9 Went
Gold' avenue; 6 rooms and bath
Gas and electric light. Apply to
Mrs. Dr. John F. Pearce. 718 West
'
Railroad.
in Par
FUR KE.nT Apartments
eight rooms each;
View terrace,
steam heated, and ell other modern
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19,
Grant Block.
FOR RENT A six room two-stobrick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
at Loramorl & Mattencci, 624 West
Tljeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
per night. Also rooms for light
housekeeping.
The Minneapolis
House. 624 South Second street,
Albuquerque. N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE

Steamship

m

rear.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Nice front rooms, with
bath; no Invalids, 702 East Railroad
Also
avenue.
lurnlshed
FOR REN'rThree-roohouse, with bath, close in. No. 108
street.
John
NT
Tour-roououse, furFOR-REnished. Inquire at 234 North Walter street.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
rooms for housekeeping. 624
West Railroad avenue. Inquire at

FOR RENT

29.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

ed

REPUBLICANS.
October 29 and 30 The Lombardl
The Union county republicans held Opera
company, (Italian.
their convention at Clayton the other
6. Mahara'g Minstrels.
November
day and nominated the following
For County Commissioners
November 8. My Friend From Articket:
8EVERO SANCHEZ
For memlier of the council from the kansas."
J. B. MAYO
First legislative district Fred I.
November 14 The maid and the
Burch.
Mummy.
For Probate Judge
For member of the house of rep
ISIDRO SANDOVAL
November 15. Uncle Josh.
resentatives from the Second legis
November 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
lative district Romulo Padilla.
For Probate Clerk
December 10 The Holy City.
For commissioner from the First
NESTOR MONTOYA.
December 14 King of Triumphs.
district Christian Otto.
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles.
For commissioner from the Second
For Sheriff
December 31 My Wife's Family,
district August Vigil.
THOMAS 8. HUBBELL
o
For probate Judge Antonio Main- Danger From the Plague.
ez.
For Assessor
Thppfl'a crrava
V.
(tanoa. eiAm
For probate clerk Telesforo Mar
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
plague of coughs and colds that are
tinez.
so prevaleuc unless you take Dr.
For sheriff Leandro M. Gallegos.
Collector
For Treasurer and
King's New Discovery for ConsumpFor assessor Mateo Lujan.
C. ED. NEWCOMER
For treasurer and
collect tion, Coughs and Colds. Mrs. Geo.
or Solomon Maestas.
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
For County School Superintendent
For county school superintendent
"It's a Godsend to people living in
J. A. MILLER
Morris Johnson.
climates
where coughs and eolda ore.
I For
8urveyor-"-? ,
vail, ' I find it quickly ends them. It
C. Loveless.
For Surveyor
n
delegates
For
to the constitutional prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
DON J. RANKIN
convention Oliver P. Easterwood, gives wonderful relief in asthma and
Manuel
B. Sisneros,
Convention
fOncarnaclon hay fever and makes
ForaConstitutlonal
weak lunge
Sandoval.
Delegates
strong enough to ward off consumpH. F. RAYNOLDS
tion, noughs and colds. 60c and $1.
A Citizen ntmt ad does tho work.
M. E. HICKEY
Guaranteed by all druggists.
Trial
Try
one.
T. N. WILKERSON
bottle free.
T. C. GUTIERREZ
E. W. DOBSON
GEORGE A. KASEMAN
MODESTO C. ORTIZ

WANTED A bright young lndy for
office work. Must write good hand.
Imperl al laundry.
established
v Her for
'ANtKIv-T- ra
house. 12 per week. Expenses ad- References, with stamp, J.
canced
A. Alexander, Albuquerque. N. M.
vVAnTeD Help furbished and euv
klnds secured
ploymcnt of '
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn:s Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto r'nonegfu
WANTED
Gentlemen's secona-han- d
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. K. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTlCiv A competent, clerk, must
speak English nna" Spanish and
come well recommended. CorresLos
pond with Simon Neustadt,
Lunag.
WANTED--Housand two lots on
South Second street, No. 724, for
property in l.ong Beach, Cal. Address John Krick, 431 East Second
street, Long Beach, California.
e

By supplying them promptly,

At a meeting of the new county
central committee Gregory Page was
chairman.
Fusionisrts Nominate Ticket.
Saturday after
At Gallup, last
noon, the democrats and the few re
publicans 'Hho do not affiliate with
the regular republican party, got together and named a fusion ticket of
the following candidates:
Commissioners John Rains and E.
M. SanJule.
Probate Judge Paul Johnson.
Probate clerk John Stewart.
Shehrlff John Arm.
Treasurer and collector J. M. Car
man.
Assessor Roes Beddow.
Superintendent
of schools T. A.
Waring.
Surveyor Procopio Valdez.
Delegate to constitutional conven
tion W. F. Kuchenbecker.
This convention was addressed by
Attorney Neill B. Field of this city.

TICKET

REPUBLICAN

We hold their patronage

Probate judge .1. H. Young.
Probate clerk F. W. Myers.
S. E. Ablrich was
endorsed for
member of the house from McKinley,
Torrance and Valencia onntles.
The' usual endorsements were
adopted In a strong set of

and?xpra

by

keeping a neat, clean,
drug store.

Itnigan.

AU Wttrn and rvmittanrM akould bm addrpwwi to
Tw Cm km PttnuRHiNO Company. Draft,
mony order
ehorkv, poatafflc

oat ba awda payable

of people needing medicine,

OCTOBER

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.

For county commissioners Sylves-trEsqulbel and C. H. Allaire.
V. H. Herrlck.
surveyor
at Poataffaa for tranamiaalnn Oireush th
For
uula u Mcond elaa. matter.
For delegates to const Itulonal convention M. Cooney, Matlas Contreras
J. O. Flteh, T. Ortiz.
The ticket above, it must be admitu mo (fly) LA BE L
composed of pretty strong; men
ted.
and which It Is certain the regular
republican ticket will be elected, It la
Official Paper of llernalillo County essential that nil tho candidates get
Into the field and roll up big majoritand City of Albuquerque.
ies for all the candidates.
ran RfttrnoM Diipatchrt.
larfwt City ind County CircuUtlon.
TH Larnst Nfw Mexico Clrtulatlwi.

MONDAY,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Ar-mlj-

Kor superintendent of schools W.
G. La no.
Kor treasurer William (lamer.

Dally and Weekly by

CITIZEN.

EVENING

LOANS

Cro-awe!-

l.

Auto Phone 678

PROFESSIONAL

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA A SANTA FE RY.

CARDS

o

LAWYERS.

H

Ira M. Bono.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. O. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan,
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobso.r

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom-well block, Albuquerque, N. M
DENTISTS.
DR.

J.

E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.

RoomB 15 and 16, Grant block, over

the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
albuquekque; new Mexico

OrriCEBB AND
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

DIMCTOR9
President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. 0. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus aad Profits

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Depository for Atcblsoo, Topeka ft Santa Fe Railway Cempasy

Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. 8.
No. 306 Rallrond avenue.
Office
hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
TOR SALE.
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones.
Ap
FOR SALE Gleckler's farm, the beet pointments made by mall.
farm In Bernalillo county. Cbas.
PHYSICIANS.
E. Oleckler.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
KOR SALE Elegant Knabe piano
DR. R. L. HUST.
Call 612 South Broadway.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
FOR SALE Lots 3 and 4, block 20,
CAPITAL,
treated with High$100,000.00
Eastern addition; level, no water Frequency Electrical Current and
SURPLUS
AND
PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00
courses, wind break to east. In Germicide. Treatments given each
quire Ryan, expressman or 323 N day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones,
Broadway.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
FOR SAiLE At a sacrifice, if taken at
UNDERTAKER.
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts ol the World
once, a nine-roobrick
Colo., Red 115
house; bath, cellar, cement walks Auto, 'phone 316.
A. BORDERS.
Address P. O. Box 218 city.
Club Building. Black
FOR SALE Two or four very desir- - Commercial
We Want Your
and White Hearse, $5.
Business
able lots in the Grant tract. Cheap,
Easy terms or. small monthly pay
ARCHITECTS.
ments. Inquire or address M. M
,
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
Citizea office.
"
DIRECTORS
?
Building.
Albuquerque,
M.
N.
Both
FOR
SALE General
merchandise
O. N. Marron.
Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Miera.
'hones.
business on the El Paso and SouthD. H. varns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. otrong. Jay A. Hubbs.
western in eastern New Mexico,
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine op
J. R. Farwell.
portunity for right party. Can ex
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
plain good reason for selling.
a
sJNsNiiJUtiNavawta
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad'
NOTARY PUBLIC.
dress Inquiries to this paper.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
rOK SALE The Minneapolis house
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
44 rooms, all furnished; income $150
per month; must be Bold; parties Gold avenue.
going away. Price $3,600 for lot
RODERICK STOVt-t- , E. E.
building and furniture; best paying
property in Albuquerque. Call or Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
address C. D. Ward, Minneapolis
house, Albuquerque, N. M.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
FOR SALE Ranch. Ed. R. Kelley 906 West Railroad avenue. AutoThe Regulars Have to Battle
and sous having sold all their stock matic 'phone, 179.
are now offering their fine stock Torments of Tetter and Eczema Al- Against Battles Aided by
ranch for sale. It is the best tin
layed.
proved rauch iu the country. HaB
the Democrats.
intense Itching characteristic
two good wells, one of them has of The
eczema, tetter and like skin diswindmill and surface tank. It is an eases
AND
is instantly allayed by applying
range.
p
Postofflee,
ideal she
Datil Chamberlain's
By Frank R. Leet.
seGee whiz. If I bad lots of apples,
Last Saturday night, after the re
many
Salve,
and
county,
twen
N. M. Ranch
Socorro
Haller-e'es a comln' 'roun'
I'd gin 'em to the kids,
vere cases have been permanently
ports of committees had been sub- Gee,
ty miles west of Datil.
(Betcher
it in yer .bones;)
Not take an' pack 'em all away,
cured by its use. For sale by all
mitted and read, and strong resolu An' what wlffeel
FOR SALE Thirty-acr- e
ranch, quar druggists.
makln' ghosteses.
, An' let 'em rot 'til Judgmen' day
An' tryin" curdjln' groans,
tions adopted, the republicans of So
ter of mile north government In
o
In barrels wif nailed on lids.
diun school: two acres good bearorro county, In convention at Socor An gatherin' up old cabbage heads,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
An' makln' tlcky tacks,
ing orchard with all kinds of fruit;
I'll scare 'im wlf dis
ro, unanimously nominated the
I jist cant sleep, but lie awake
United
six acres cultivated ground and bal- Department of the Interior,
Au bit his door a thump.
legislative and county ticket:
A wachln' Ul it's mos' daybreak
States Land Office. Small Holding
ance in alfalfa. Good seven-rooAn' mebby take his long well sweep,
Fur member of the legislative
Claim No. 2999.
The moonlight thro' the cracks.
"OLD RELIABLE."
frame residence, barn and other
ESTABLISHED 1873.
(Cuz he orter have a pump)
council W. E. Martin.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 19, 1906.
outbuildings. For further particuAn' I'll tie his nag right on the porch
For member of the legislative I'm goiu'
Notice is hereby given that the folS
ter have a reckoniii' wlf
lars inquire of R. D. Lusted, or adAn' hide his scythe.
house from the joint district Robert
owlng-nameclaimant has filed notice
'At ole man Simon Kiser,
dress postofttee box 158, city.
But, gee whiz, won't he rip an' roar
H. Martin of Cuchillo, Sierra county. Cuz
of his Intention to make final proof in
he's so s'ingy 'bout his apples
At fteein' dis sign on his door,
Kor sheriff Anlceto Ahevtia.
ERSONAlJi
support of his claim under sections
An' 1st an ornery miser.
"I want a nice young wife?"
For treasurer and collector Joie
SOUTTfEIlN
(HRLS are the most 16 and 17 of the act of March 3. 1891
XL Torres.
next,
(2ti Stats., S54.), as amended by the
Get
beautiful in the world.
For probate Judje Domingo Baca.
boys, and join our correspondence act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
For probate elerk E. H. Sweet.
club. Write us for particulars. The 4701. and that said proof will be made
For assessor A. B. Baca.
0
Dixit? club, P. O. box 15G, Ctatta-uooga- . before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at
Cairies the Largest aDd Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
For superintendent of schools DoAlbuquerque,
N.
M., on December 5,
Tonn.
mingo A. Ortega.
iu the Southwest.
v
l'Jiiti, viz: Juan Garcia y Samora, of
Wounds, Bruises ana Burns.
For county commissioners First
M., for the Tracts 1, 2,
Carpenter,
X.
By
district, Iaviil Farr; second district,
applying an antiseptic dressing 3 and 4, Seclou 19, Township 11
to wounds, bruises, burns and like inI'edro S. Contreras.
AND
itange 6 East.
King.
(1.
surveyor
Kor
juries before inflammation sets in, North,
W.
names
following
He
the
witnesses
For coroner Tomas Hernandez.
they may be healed without maturaRAILROAD AVENU:..
to prove his actual continuous adALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
For delegates to the constitutional
tion and In about
tho time verse, possession of said tract for
SeA.
A.
convention II. O. Hursuni.
by
required
old
This
treatment.
the
-a.
ar
.
i
4
years
twenty
it1
i'U.. fax
next preceding the surai
dillo, M. Cooney and Porflrio Sanchez.
is the greatest discovery and triumph vey of the township,
viz: Francisco,
The resolutions endorse the adminsurgery.
of modern
Chamberlain's Monte., Ionard Skinner, J. M. Skinistration of Prsident Roosevelt; the
Pain Halm acts on this same princi- ner and Marcc-IinCrespin, all of Cargood work of
Andrews in
ple. It is an antiseptic and when ap- penter, N. M.
congress and endorses his
DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
plied to such injuries, causes them to
person
Any
who desires to protest
and iu the most complimentary lanheal very quickly. It also allays the against the allowance of Bald proof,
SHERMAN-WILLIAMguage, endorses H. O. Bursum i the
PAINT Covers more, loo..g best wears the
pain ami soreness and prevents any or who knows of any substantial rea'
ohairuiun of the territorial republican
longest, most economical; full measure.
danger of blood poisoning. Keep a son under the laws and regulations
as
loyalty
committee,
central
for his
BUILDiNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime. Cement, P.int.
bottle of Pain Balm iu your home of the interior department why such
a republican and his work in the
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
and it will save you time and money, proof should not be allowed will be
course of that party.
not to mention tho inconvenience and given an opportunity at the
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
Abian Abeyta was the temporary
suffering such injuries entail. For
time and place to
and permanent chairman of the conthe witnesses of suld claimant,
Catarra cannot be washed away with sprays, inhalations and such treat- sale hv all drugs'?".
vention, and G. W. King secretary.
etc.
to
anil
offer evidence in rebuttal of
flONEER BAKERY
Every precinct in the county was ment, nor can it be smoked out with medicated tobacco, cigarettes,
VV. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
OVERCOATS.
that siibtniited by claimant.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor
represented, and It was the largest When you attempt to cure Catarrh with such things you are wasting tinn
"
R.
MANUEL
OTERO.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
overcoats for sale
I'nteiieeined
convention held in Socorro coun'y for and allowing the impurities ami poisons in the blood, which produce tin
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSRegister.
many years.
disease, to get so firmly rooted as to become not only a disgusting trouble cheap ut Rosenfleld's, the pawn brok
FER STABLES.
WEDDING
A
CAKES
in
th
SPECIALTY.
you
noise9
man
can
one.
trust.
The
tinging
annoying symptoms of
but a very dangerous
Horses and Mules Bought and Exerthe
An Awful Cougrt Curea.
tin
into
back
Fusion Ticket Named.
changed.
ears, "hawking and spitting," headaches, mucus dropping
"Two years ago our little girl had
We desire patronage and we guarAsk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
A few republicans who failed to get throat, impairment to the senses of taste and smell, and a feeling of genera
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
a touch of pneumonia, which left her
antee first class baking.
no
BREAD
take
otn.r.
and
i!
places on the regular ticket, aided by debility, prove that there is a deep seated cause for Catarrh. This cause
he had spells 207 South First Street. Albuquerque. Second Street, between Railroad and
with tin awful cough.
Copper Avenue.
the democrats, finally nominated a tic a nnHutfil and unhealthy condition f,f Hi libwvl nml the disease cannot rx
of roughing, Just like one with the
ket at Socorro late last Saturday, as cured until this is removed. The only way to get rid of Catarrh permaneutH MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS whooping cough and some thought
followb:
she would not get well at all. We
is to purify the blood, and S. S. S. is the ideal remedy for this purpose. I
F.
Kor the legislative council Andrew
got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
Jav
'
of all impurities, purges the blood of all catariha
t ur l lgr
system
larltv
soon
clears
the
No. Ill North Firat Street.
Kelly of Sierra county.
un.
..I
Rena-'ilybiililxll
anil
a
charm.
like
which
acted
disgusting
. HV ftmtt'iV
u. it "
aie
('. matter and poisons, aud effectually checks the progress of this
Kor the hone of representatives
fJ
lencioni, Proprietors. Headquarters for Low Prices
ftr In if lrli u t Htiiaulio.xi ..l.iiiij lie- - She stopped couching suit! got stout
dinelli
ElAa
andf.ir reachingdisea.se. S. S. S. puts the blood in perfect order, and at
ith.l l,..l
It. III.
i.l
ho
ffteH.YJ
K. Mead of San Marcial.
and fat," writes Mrs. Ora llussard,
wines,
liquors
UlKlttU IIIHllV fi.r Will,
and cigars. on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Catarrl
.l'llll
body
IMf
,11
goes
to
of
pure,
every
blood
the
healthy
this
corner
nook
and
Kor sheriff Misals Baca.
Hi. i.l. I Ml. II. I .lo In
ill bi- - Hrubaker.
111.
M
This remedy Is
''4r
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
ii'iii-tU
vVi
lJ- is permanently cured. Book w ith information alout Catarrh aud medica
Kor assessor Benjamin Sanchez.
v
v
druggists.
Hulil
by
sale
Hr iuill.
utiifi.t..
Brushes and Jap-a-la- c.
al
V4-Put up for Traveler..
Kor probate clerk B. A. Pino, the advice free.
wSfcJr- MOl l CHEMICAL J0.."
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
Day,
By
Rooms
Week
Month.
or
FUR SALE BY - .ANN & SON.
jireseut incumbent,
40a W. Railroad Awaua
A Citizen Want ad does the work.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
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-

I

A.

two-stor-

y

Banking

F.VKINLEY AND

00

0

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

TICKETS

Wholesale Grocers

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY &ZO., INC.

oocoeooeooeo
K4oece)
L. S. PUTNEY

is

m

d

I THE

WHOLESALE GROCER !

FREIGHT WAGONS

FARM
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one-thir-

-

J.
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CURES CATARRH

above-mention-

cross-examin-

e

Rico Hotel and Bar:
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OCTOBER 29,

2LLBTJQUEKQUE

1906.

CANDIDATE
SWERS HIS

GOOD POSITIONS

Alhquprnu,

N. M., Oct.

29-T-

ta

Our Prices

The I'nited States civil service commission announces examinations on
dates give nto secure eligible from
which to make certification to fill vacancies in positions named and similar vacancies as they may occur In
any branch of the service, as follows:
Examinations for Nov, 1.
The United States civil service commission announces an examination
November 1, 1906, to, secure eligible
from which to make certification for
the appointment of special examiners
and special agents In the bureau of
corporations, department of commerce
and labor, as the needs of the servtce
may require, at ilaries ranging from
I1.2H0 to I2.H0O per annum. The salaries of these positions are not fled
by law, but. their amount Is determined by the secretary of commerce
and labor on the recommendation of
the commissioner of corporations in
accordance with the work to be done
and the qualifications desired in .each
case. Men now employed in such positions receive salaries ranging from
per annum. The
$1,200 to S3.50O
bureau of rorporatlons expects to
make a number of appointments as
soon as possible after the establishment of the registers resulting from
this examination.
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Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

In this article the author, whose name for obvious
reasons we are not at liberty to disclose, drops for
once the mask which she in common with other
"Bachelor Maids," is accustomed to turn to the world.

Local Board.

ihp Editor of The Evenln Citizen.
If you will In justice to my reputa-io- n
allow me a little space in your
valuable paper to make a Bimple
statement, not only for my satisfaction but for others also. 1 have hearil
several (statements made against ni
are absolutely false, which
of whlr-I consider unworthy answer or notice,
falsebut consider them campaign
hoods to make capital for other
parties. But when they attack my
character and accuse me of dishonesty, I cannot forbear to defend mycomself and my standing in
munity, and in justice to my friends
and supporters I desire to make the
A rumor
has
following statement.
been started that I robbed the county
of Santa Fe of thousands of dollars. If
this be so I am able and willing to
return It and If it Is so. why have they
waited three years to find it out, till I
am a candidate for office pn the regular republican ticket. Why manufacture these malicious falsehoods? Is
it for my Injury or the republican
party? These reports have no foundation, truth or sense and 1 defy any
one to take off the false mask and
'openly accuse me. This saying some
one told me that what someone said
does not go In this category, but when
I am publicly accused of theft, out of
regard to friends who are supporting
me in this campaign I deem it my
duty to defend myself from these aspersions and the republican party. I
deprecate the Idea of going to the pub'
lie papers to explain myself thus, ut
I see no other way at this time.
Now if these falsifiers, of "whom I
am informed there are several, will
come to the front, give their names
and authority, I shall have no fault
1o find. I am satisfied they are cowards behind rocks or in the dark on
mischief bent, flinging their wicked
missies without cause to damage me.
Now if they can prove that I had a
dollar of the Santa Fe county money
or any one in Santa. Ke or anywhere
else, or that I misappropriated a dollar la anyway, I will place a thousand
dollars in any bank in this city to be
paid to their order' If they can prove
one particle of truth in their assertions.
My accounts as chairman of the
commissioners of said county are open
for inspection and by a thorough examination will prove my assertion.
There has been some criticism of
my actions In refunding the bonds of
the Santa Fe Railroad company.
Since a thorough, Impartial account
was given in the Santa Fe New Mex
ican a few days ago and copied in
the Albuquerque Citizen on the 22d
Why am I thus criticized, and what
want. If
does this set of
they were not ignorant of the matter they would commend my action.
Certainly I was opposed to refunding the bonds, as I thought them il
legal, and not till after a trial In the
supreme court did I consent to do so,
which court gave them a decision
against the county, nor did I ever
consent, to do so till I was threatened
ly the court with imprisonment for
lielne in contempt of court and man
damused for not making the issue. Nor
even then did I comply with the
court's order till I succeeded in gaining my point of reducing the interest
from 8 to 5 per cent on the great majority of bonds. 8 per cent, and the
smaller portion of them from G to 5
per cent. At this time the bonds and
unpaid Interest amounted to in the
neighborhood of seven hundred and
fifty thousand dollars, and from that
date to the present time the bonds
have only called for 5 per cent, and
will be & to the end of the lite of the
Now let my critics figure up
bonds.
what I saved the taxpayers ly my
action, and they will find that a hundred thousand dollars will bo a small
figure to place it at.
I could have made the new issue
at 8 per reut instead of 5 had I leen
mo icclini-- d
and no fault would have
been found with me. but as I was a
bervatit. of 'he people I studied theli
interests as though they were my
own, and in order to get "this reducthe
tion of interest I threatened
bondholders that. I would have Attorney John Knaebel bring the matter
to the I niied States supreme court
and thus r.eep them off for a long
term of years before their case would
be called.
I commenced to .get a bond completed of a hundred thousand dollars,
Hanker Spiegelln-rgiving ten thousand dollars, myself ten thousand, and
the promise of others
for like
amounts, and by this action 1 forced
them to my terms.
I do not believe in paying any man
less th;ui his due, but knowing as I
to the railroad companies who held
these bonds, sold them to Coler's
bankers for forty cents on the dollar,
which had drawn interest for many
years at s per cent, making on an average t)f about 18 per cent, considering the low rate of purchase. Could
I
be allowed space 1 would ghd a
tuiioh tiii ire detailed account of the
I. H. MAYO.
matter
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The Tragic Confession of a Spinster, Who
Realizes That No Fame or Wealth Can
Compensate for the Solitude of Her Life,

Lambasts Those
False Reports.
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All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

Though no longer young, she frankly says she longs
for the companionship of a husband and the care of
children. The circumstances which have kept from
her the happiness which these blessings bring are
stated with the same directness which characterizes
the whole article. It is the
of a "successful"
woman, a drama of real life in which the last act is
a tragedy.
This article appears in our new magazine ' ,
life-sto- ry

WOMAN

Examinations for Nov. 3.
The United States civil service commission announces an examination
November 3, 1906. to secure elrgioles
from which to make certification td
fill vacancy in the position of saddler
and carpenter, $480 per annum and
ration, quartermaster's department, at
large. Fort Mackenzie, Wyo., and vacancies as they may occur in any
branch of the service requiring similar qualifications.
The United States civil service commission announces an examination
November 3, 1906, to secure ellglbles
from which to make certification to
fill a vacancy in the position of instrument maker in the coast and geodetic
survey, at $900 per annum, and similar vacancies as they may occur in
any branch of the servtce requiring
similar qualifications.
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BOSS MURPHY, WHO
MAY "BREAK" HEARST

Examinations for Nov.
The United States civil service commission announces an examination
on November
1906, to secure ellgl
bles from which to make certific
ation to fill vacancies as they may
occur in the position of topographic
draftsman, department of construction
and engineering, on the Isthmus of
Panama, at salaries of $100 or $la
a month, the usual entrance salary
being $100 a month.
7--

LEADER OFTAMMANY, A MAN OF
CROKER TYPE. HAS UNIQUE
PART IN NEW YORK CAM- -

8,

PAIGN.

Examinations for Nov. 10.
The United States civil service commission announces an examination
on November 14, 1906, to secure eligi-ble- s
from which to make certification
to fill a vacancy in the position of in
terpreter, at $1,200 per annum, in the
Immigration service at El Paso, Tex.,
and other similar vacancies as they
may occur in that service requiring
ability to read, write and speak As
Syrian (Arabic) and Greek.
The United States civil service com
mission announces an examination
on November 10, 1906, to secure eligi
bles from which to make certlflca
tion to fill a vacancy In the position
of wagon maker (male, unmarried)
at $720 per annum. In the Haskell
Institute, Kansas, and vacancies as
they may occur in any .branch of the
service requlrig similar qualifications
The duties of the position require that
'he person selected should be aide to
build and to supervise the building
of heavy farm wagons, light wagons
and spring wagons.
The United States civil service commission announces an examination
on November 10, 1906, to secure ellglbles from which to make certification
to fill two vacancies in the position of
repair man at $720 per annum each,
in the weather bureau, for duty on
the Port Crescent, Tatoosh Island,
Washington, telegraph
line. Only
elegibles who are legal residents of
the states of Oregon or Washington
will be certified for appointment to
the particular vacancies for which
this examination is to be held, but
those who are legal residents of other
states will be placed on the eligible
register for certification
to other
similar vacancies as they may occur.
The United States civil service commission announces an examination
on November 10, 1906, to secure eligi-ble- s
from wrich to make certification
to fill a vacancy in the position of
logger at $05 per month, at the San
Juan agency. New Mexico, and other
similar vacancies as they may ocur.
No educational test will bo given, and
it will not be necessary for applicants
to appear at any place for examination.
The United States civil service commission announces an examination
on November 10, 1906, to secure eligi-Mefrom wrich to make certification
to fill two vacancies In the position of
marine fireman, at $900 per annum, In
the quartermaster's department
at
large, San Francisco. Cal., for dutyon
the steamer Lieut. Geo. M. Harris, and
similar vacancies as they may occur
MERCHANT TAILORING
In any branch of the service. Attention Is Invited to the fact that appliUPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST cations for the position of marine
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- fireman may be filed at anv time, but
only those filed prior to the hour of
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
closing husiness on November 10, 1906
with the civil service commission,
K- - merchant tailoring shop lg upWashington, l. c., in complete form,
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- will be considered
for the specific vanue, where I solicit the patronage of cancies
mentioned.
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' exExaminations for Nov. 14.
perience in the bssiness. Suits made
The United States civil service
ta order. Clothes cleaned, .pressed ana
announces
examination
repaired. The specific I use will not on November 14, 190fi,anto secure
ellglinjure the cloth. Ladles' garments bles from which to make
certification
also cleaned and walking skirts made to fill a vacancy In the rosltkm
of aid
to order. Give me a trial.
(male) In zoology in the department
O. BAMBINI
of biology, national museum Washington, 1). C., at $720 per annum, and
Blood Poisoning
other himilar vacancies as they may
lesults from chronic conslipa'ion, (ccur.
which is quickly cured by Dr. King's
The United States civil service com"
New Life Tills. They remove all mission announces
an examination
poisonous germs from tho system and on November 14, 19uti( to secure eligi-IjIcfrom which to make certification
infuse new life and vigor; cure sour
to fill a vacancy in the position of In- -,
.stomach, nausea, headache, dizzinet-and colic, without griping or discom- nrpreter, at $l,2uo per annum, in the
fort, ."c. Guaranteed by all dtug- - bureau of immigration. Kills Island,
N. Y.. and other similar vacancies as
find-fault- s
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Special Correspondence.
New York, Oct. 27. The kind of a
man who first learns how to rule his
district with his fists and then, with
a combination of brute strength- - and
,
political wit. rules his party, describes Chas. Frances Murphy, leader
of Tammany hall, on account of whom
Hearst will lose thousands of votes
on next elect iou day.
Murphy Is the ideal political boss.
He was a cunning and apt pupil of
old "Dick" Croker, who was the nearest approach to Tweed New York
politics has known in any man.
Croker, In his early days, ruled his
district by physical force.
"Murphy broke into the "game
from behind the bar of his saloon.
He, too, knew how to bring a recalcitrant ward captain to his knees by
a display of physical force.
J
Though adroit management of his
:
i
personal campaign for leadership he
broke into Tammany hall from the
roof. He cowed his foes in restraint
with iron chains.
Being tho leader of Tammany Hall
has its disadvantages and its compensations.
Murphy has been the
d!as
butt of most violent newspaper ast
J
saults during his regime. He has been
called a "thief" and a "scoundrel."
He has been pictured as wearing prison stripes. At all this he has neitn-e- r
grumbled not scoffed. Murphy has
devoted his time to sawing rich timber.
"They" say he Is a millionaire.
Perhaps In five years he has become
a multimillionaire.
His brother is at
the head of a contracting company
which gets many of the Juicy plums
the city of New York has to offer
contractors. Then, according to popular belief, there are other wayfc In
A FOK.MKR HEARST CARICHAS. F. MURPHY, SNAPSHOT
which a Tammany boss may line
his pocket. Murphy Is at least not
OF MURPHY.
a poor man.
He dines et Delmonl-co'upon terrapin.
The old corned
beef and cabbage days are far behind pelled his henchmen to give Hearst day? He lolil reHrters thHt the Independence league managers were de-- j
the gubernatorial nomination.
Murphy.
(landing cash from men who wanted
Ho Isn't much given to opening
That's one way of looking at It.
his heart to friends or strangers, is
There has been a theory In some to be candidates on the Hearst ticket.
Murphy.
His confidences are con- quarters that Murphy took Hearst up The grand jury hauled Murphy trp
and demanded that lie amplify his
fined to the family.
To newspaper to "break" him for good and all, with jchaiges.
He didn't.
He said he
men he is surly and often Insulting.
Hearst's new party, the IndepenHe hag little or no faith in the dence league.." by which Hearst hopes could not make good. Hut his "freak"
Hearst, of
power of the press.
Machine poli- to step to the presidency from the had its effect against
tics, with himself at the striking governor's chair. There havo been course. Why?
Murphy Is a tall,
to support
t things
wheel, he believes, is the absolute
these theories.
Murphy hated Hearst.
leal power.
He has said man who dresses like the ordinary
Some idea of how fine must be the so. Why not? Hearst had called him Imsincss man and has an extraordis nsihilities of Murphy is offered in such
pleasant, names as "thief,'' narily thick neck. His inose is tipped
"criminal,"
"outcast," up at he end. His eyes are cold,
the fact that he took up with his old "scoundre-l,enemy Hearst In the present cam- "cockroach,' etc. nut Murphy has ex- unsympathetic. Ho used to speak the
vulgar tongue, of the Howery.
paign. Hearst had a following. In cellent control of his tongue.
As
Hut why did Murphy try to throw leader of Tammany he has reformed
the mayoralty campaign
he gave
upon
Murphy the scare of his life. Murphy a cloud of suspicion
Hearst and his language quite polite, now. He
wanted power In the state. He com- - his independence league, the other has no "Uul" habits.
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. vt
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Rates
bicrt.Mu

itiLcliNQ, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct.
1906. Rate S38.05 via Kanta City
and Memphli; S43.40 via El Paeo and Houton or Marshall, Texaa.
3aU of aala October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1904.
Thla limit can be extended by depositing ticket with 8peclal Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cent, until November SO.
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, DENVER, COLO., OCT.
1906
Rate $19.75 for round trip. Date of eale October 13. 14. 15 and 16, 1906.
Return limit October 31, 1906.
NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
DENVER,
COLO..
NOV.
1906. For above occasion ticket will be sold for on far
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado 8prings and Pueblo.
Date of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10. 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS.TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NEBRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC.
Rate one and
fare for
trip. Tickets on sale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days round
from
date of sale.
I
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KAN8AS
CITY. MO.
NOV.
1906. Rate $30.75 for round trip. Ticket on eale Nov. 17
18, 19 and 20. Limit of ticket Nov. 28.
Thi can be extended until
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO.
DECEMBER
1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets will
be sold at rat of $42.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, Inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Horn
Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East.
15-2-

16-1-

14-2-

one-thir-

they may occur in that service requiring aliillty to read, wrl't and
speak Syrian and Rutbenian.
The United States civil service commission announces an examination
on November 14, 1906, to secure ellglbles from which to make certification
to fill vacancies in the position of
farmer (male), with knowledge of irrigation. In the Indian service, at salaries ranging from $600 to $720 per
annum, as such vacancies may occur.
As the commission hag experienced
considerable difficulty in obtaining
eligibles for thlg position. It Is urgeu
that all who are qualified apply for
this examination.
The T'nifeil Sratea lvll Rervire rnm.
mission announces an examination
on November 14, lyofi, to secure ellglbles from which to make certificatfon
to fill the following named vacancies,
and similar vacancies as they may
occur in the Indian service: Teacher
(married), $tn per month, Fort Her-- i
thold, N. I.; teacher (married), $iiu0
per annum, Colville, Wash.; teacher,'
(taarrUdl. $'" per annum, Rosebud,!
S !.;
per
teacher (married),

month, Flathead, Mont. Men only will
be admitted to this elimination.
The United States civil service commission announces an examination
on November 14, l!mt!, to secure ellglbles from which to make certification
to fill a vacancy In the position of
electrician, at $l,8oo per annum, In
at
the quartermaster's department
large. Fort 1). A. Russell, Wyo., and
similar vacancies as they may occur
in any branch of the service.
Applicants should at once apply
either to the United States civil service commission, Washington, I). C,
or to the secretary of the local board
of examiners.
Sick He.dahe Cured.
Sick headache is caused by derangement of the btomacb and by in
digestion.
Chamberlain's
Stomach
and IJver Tablets correct these dis- orders and effect a cure. Hy taking
these tablets as swn as the first lu- dlcatlon of the disease appears the
attack may be warded off. Get a irt3
sample and try them. For gale by all
druggists.

KILLthe COUCH
CURE thi LUNC8

and

Dr. King's

WITH

Nov Discovery
Pries
60c $1.00
Fret Trial.
Burest and UuicJcest Cure for ali
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
0NSUMPTI0N
OUGHSand

forC

20-2-

3--

r.
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Indian Pile
Willlum'
w
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r.rjrailroad timetable

THE SHORT LINE

(In effect July 1, 1906.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Exprees, arrive 7: (I
a. m., depart 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrive
p. m., depart 12:09 a. m.
To--St.
No. 8, Chicago U Kansaa City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m-- , depart
Paul, Minneapolis, Ouluth
7:45 p. m.
Westbound.
AND THE NORTHWEST,
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:i
p. m., depart 8:15 p. m.
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 eventeenth St., No. S, California Limited, arrive
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
11:05 a. m., depart 11:25 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico
JAMES CULTON,
California Expres.
arrive 12:05 p. m., departs
Commercial Agt
FROM

COLORADO

1.'..',-

ONE NiGHl
To

CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL,

MINNEAPOLIS,
FORT DODGE,

a Mi

-

I

ll:tt

p. m.

1'ilt-a-

the lltlliUU kt unci'. kt'lH
s a poultice, ifvrs Instant re
r. W ililuius' lmtinn 1'ilu Uiut- 1
t HpnMiurt-lor I'Uva and lu-hKvry bus id
i.f lh prlvutti thirls.
Hv
d.
(lnn
iriis, ly mull ou r- wurr iiiii
.Ml
sua l.ix. WILLIAMS
,.( .n.-miITops..
flnt
( l.veluiid. OM
H.liUfCTUBING CI..
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.

y

Illinois Central

mitincnt ill cure lillnd, WATERLOO, DUBUQUE,
GALENA,
ud
Itcliiiitf
I I- w Hle'd.iir
ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,
liittiHoribtUetuiuurif.
i

B

E. fUROY, Agent. Albuquerque

OLDS

Dr.

II II
II Ji

d

TRANS-MISSISSIPP-

io-li-

"

15

The finest train service to Che above
points; also to New Orleans, MemBvangvllle, Ind.;
phis, Vlcksburg,
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Oa.; JackU
sonville, Fla., and
other points In

Southbound.
train, departs at 12:35

No. 27 El Paso
p. m.

Local freight train, No. 99, southbound, departs at 6 a. m. and carries passenger.
Arrive From South.
No. 22. Mexico Express, arrives 7:.
a. m.
No. 1 run direct to Ijo Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to Ban Francisco.
No. 3 run direct to Los Angeles anl
San FranclBco.
All train dally.
T. E. PURXiY. Agent
Try a Citizen Want ai
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FIGURES TELL THE STORY
Tho morning organ of the alleged reform office
Ksckors la getting tangled In Its efforts to deceive the
voters of this county. Not satisfied with deliberately
falsifying the tax rate, In an effort to explain the damaging figures given In these columns, It makes another
Jante effort at deceit when it explains, If you want to
dignify the effort with that name, that the more than
$11,000 taxed against the property of this county for
feeding prisoners is used to pay Tom Hubbell 16,000.
How many voters will swallow that Interesting explanation? The great reform board of county commissioners finds It necessary to take more than fll.oou
away from the taxpayers of Bernalillo county In order
to pay Tom Hubbell 1(5,000. The other $5,000 Is not
needed for feeding of prisoners this year, because the
art of feeding prisoners has been studied by Perfect o
ntil it costs nothing, according to Mr. Field. The taxpayers would like to know the disposition made of the
$5,000. It Is only a small part of the grand total of
$41,000 taken from the taxpayers this year In excess of
the amount demanded in 1904 by the regular republican
administration of county affairs, but It belongs to the
taxpayer just the same.
Just think of It, reader, if the figures of the
morning organ are correct, and it is a concession to suppose that It has claimed all possible, the reform board
of county commissioners has been forced to levy a tax
or more than $11,000 against you because it had to pay
Tom Hubbell $6,000.
If the reformers require $11,000 to clear tip an Indebtedness of $6,000, how much will be required to pay
off an Indebtedness of $16,000, provided the reformers
handled the money?
After looking carefully over the explanation offered
ly the organ of the reformers, and considering the possibilities of such a system, it. is easier to understand the
reason for that Increase in county revenue of $11,000.

DEMOCRATS BOSSING JOB
The Journal announces that an independent republican ticket was nominated in McKinley county on Saturday and Bays "Hon. Neil B. Field of Albuquerque was
one of the speakers. The convention was an enthusiastic one and forecasts a very vigorous campaign on
the part of the independents." The Citizen is also
that Mr. Field has been Interesting himself In
the nomination of a mongrel ticket composed of independent republicans and democrats in Socorro county.
and O. N. Mar-roThe Hon. Neill B. Field
of
advisers
and
are the real managers
people's
ticket In this county.
the
Republicans ought to understand
that these two
democrats stand ready to take part, tidvlse and direct
avny set of sorehead republican office seekers In any and
ail the counties of the territory. No fault can be found
with them as democrats for doing this, if ,they can find
enough republican dupes to make up such mongrel
tickets.
This Is true even if there was supposed to have been
ntil recently a yawning chasm separating these two
democratic worthies personally. It is hard to understand how any republican, not a sorehead office seeker,
can permit these two democrat schemers to lead him by
the nose. The cry of political boss, in view of the performances of Field and Marron, strikes anybody with
the least sense of humor as a huge Joke.
n

ed

VOTERS DEMAND FACTS
The conclusion that liars, like poets, are born and
not made, is Irresistible when the case of the morning
paper is considered.
Although repeatedly caught and exposed In its prevarications, it goes right ahead defaming honest men,
never attempting to substantiate any statement, and
blushing not when caught
in an effort to besmirch the characters of men Infinitely the superiors of
the mud sllngers of the morning organ.
It charges C. E. Newcomer with deliberate dishonesty, in face of the fact that a few short weeks previously it had devoted much space to telling of his honesty and ability, all the time urging Governor Hagerman
to appoint him to office. It refuses to explain this contradiction and leaves the readers to guess as to which
time it was telling a deliberate lie for gain.
It constantly falsifies records, argues upon a basis
It knows to be untrue, and when Its attention is called
to the recorded figures, refuses to dispute the matter,
but goes on telling more lies or repeating the old ones.
It does not argue does not present facts. It Just simply lies. Only that and nothing more. The voters of
this county want facts, and they will not be deceived by
the altered figures and baseless charges of the morning
paper.
y

paper as rldtor. Mr. Ward has been prominently connected with newspaper work In New Mexico for a number of years, first as city editor In Albuquerque and subsequently as editor in fact if not In name of the Optic
Itself. These have given him a large acquaintance with
the tcrirtory, her conditions and her people. It Is doubtful If there be in New Mexico any other field of employment In which ability, experience and familiarity with
men and affairs are so imperatively demanded as In the
editorial department of newspaper work.
.Daily Optic:
The New Mexican wants the district
attorneys of New Mexico to bring suits for libel against
the democratic papers that have been publishing lies
about Delegate Andrews, Mr. Bursum and other prominent republicans. Nonsenfe! What good purpose would
be served by paying any attention to the cheap twaddle
of those democratic papers that lack the decency to
conduct a campaign on the Issues and principles involved. To bring tho sort of editor who Is fond of vituperation and mud slinging into court is merely to give
him the kind of notoriety and advertising he seeks.

(?erge A. Kasenian, republican candidate for the
legislative house, has been a resident of Albuquerque for
fourteen years, during which time he has been In close
touch In various ways with the interests of every class
of people in the county. Fully realizing the responsibility and obligations attached to so Important a position,
he submits his past record in this county for the earnest
consideralon of every voter as to his fitness for this
The platform of the territorial republican convention, and the republican county convention, which placed
In nomination every candidate on the republican ticket.
Is pledged to the following important principles, and to
the principles is pledged the active support of the entire republican ticket: The passage of a better primary
election law. The enactment of laws reducing fees and
salaries of public officers.
The postoffice, during these closing days of the
campaign, Is about as busy as the candidates or the
newspapers. Campaign documents have greatly increased the work of the local postoffice force.
.
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Ber-nali-

Wherever Delegate Andrews has been to speak iu this
campaign, he has been met with a perfect ovation. The
JHHiple of Nw Mexico know and apprclate the good work
the delegate did in congress for this territory. Silver
City, Saturday, formed no exception to the rule. The
best people of that city, with many from the country,
greeted the delegate with enthusiastic demonstration.
The address of Delegate Andrew was not long but it
was directly to the point. Colonel Prechard and Prof.
Carrera also made telling speeches. Thus the good
work goes on.
The Citizen has frequently asked but bo far lias
failed to be informed as to a single qualification in character, in experience or In attainments, which would entitle a single candidate on the Journal' pai
ticket to election over the corresponding candidate on
the republican ticket. All tho morning paper can do is
to yell Hubbells, Hubbelllhin, restoration of Hubbells to
power, though Frank Hubbell is not a candidate. Hut
when it comes to the personnel of its own ticket, "silence Is the only sound to be heard."
W. F. Cornell, the new manager of the I. as Vegas
Optic, has done well In retaining; the services of C. W.

C. Ward, and

In

placing his name at tho head of the
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THE JAFFA o
o
o
Grocery Comp'y, o
o
o
o
o
"Good Thinfjs to Eat" o
o

Boy's

Underwear

YoungMen'sOvercoats$10 to $20
Young Men's Suits - 10 to 20
Children's Overcoats $5.00 to $10
Children's Suits - $3.50 to $8.00
Men's and Boy's Sweaters 75c to $5
Men's and Boy's Hats and
Caps
25c to $6.00

o
o
o
o

mm

o
o
o
o
o
UNDERWEAR$1.00 to $8.00 per Suit
o
o
o
S H O ES
o
XTRASOq)
Nettleton "ine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00, Forbush $3.50 to $4.00
o
o
o BOY'S SHOES
BOY'S CAPS
o

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
NEW AUNT JEMIMA'S
FLOUR
NEW MAPLE SUGAR
NEW MAPLE SYRUP
NEW WALNUTS
NEW ALMONDS
NEW DATES '
NEW FIGS
PAN-CAK-

WE

HAVE

THE

ASSORTMENT

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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E
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o
o
o
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LARGEST

OF

GOOD
TO
TO
EAT
BE
THINGS
FOUND IN THE CITY. IF YOU
GOOD THINGS AT
WANT
CORRECT
PRICES TRADE
WITH US.

COMFORTS, BLANKETS
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The Nudva Antologla of Rome prints an article from
the pen of Amy Bernardy, professor of Italian at
Smith college, in Northampton, Mass., in which she
makes reference to the alleged affectations of American
women In the following terms:
"The great pity Is that In America there are women
of a certain type far too common, who boast that they
are much more cultivated than the men, and Impose
upon others, because they have acquired a certain vague
and superficial knowledge on a thousand subjects, so
that they appear to be of marvelous versaltilty, when
in fact they are scarcely educated. The English have
invented a graphic phrase which I wish to use in this
connection 'to master the trick.' American women of
this Bort have 'mastered the trick' of appearing cultured"
They are past masters in the art of making the gilded
brick appear to le a cube of gold, so as to cheat others
into the Idea that the gold is genuine, like their diamonds, If they have any. They pose as Intellectuals,
and their supreme aspiration Is to emanicpate themselves from the superiority of the other sex, a superiority whose existence they deny. Thus America has a
form of feminism, or rather agynocracy, which is really
formidable.. Its Influence spreads from the fashions to
religion, from literature to social rules, from public
opinion in "some matters to public action in others. It
Is the women who initiate everything, who accomplish
everything, who direct certain currents of thought, who
wish to baptize war ships with water Instead of, wine,
and who try to cure their weakness of nerves by secret
alcoholism. They have Invented Christian Science and
they shriek at Roosevelt because he has given them a
lesson or two which they well deserved because they
have forgotten, In spite of their boasted culture, the
axiom of Euripides, 'Oh, woman, the best ornament of
women is silence.' "
.
The writer says that the American woman prefers
Intellectual pursuits to flirtation, and reads more than
the ordinary American man, although
this feminine
Intellectualism la not elevating the standard of American literature. Thus:
"We must allow that the American woman Is intelligent and devotes to the Metaphysical or Browning
club the hours a Parisian spends with a lover. There
are more lettered women than lettered men In America.
This, however, results in lowering the tone of American
literature and art, the code of morality is thus strangely
distorted, the current of public opinion made to run
with grotesque uncertainty and ,llfe in general becomes
filled with the oddest Inconsistencies."
Translation
made for the Literary Digest.

lll

The Citizen's New York letter today, speaking ot
the campaign In that stale, nays: "It seenia as if the
way nowadays to run campaigns la to go back on your
own candidates and support the opposite side In order
to show your independence." The foregoing certainly
describes the position of some republicans in Albuquerque at the present time. The word "independent" or
the word "reform" Is all they need to lead them light
into the arms of the democracy, it makes no difference
that the words are used utterly regardless of application and in the connection of their use have nu more
meaning than x, y, z, or any other meaningless symbol.
Fortunately, however, such people iu this county cut
hut a small figure as to number.

MONDAY,

8 FOREIGN WOMAN'S IDEA
OF SOME AMERICAN WOMEN
g

fr OCK0CKCOOOO0COC0
some new Thoughts

New Mexican:
Despite the absolutely uncalled
assaults and dirty attacks of the Albuquerque Fakir
Journal on candidates on the republican ticket In
county, it Is very apparent that the election of
William B. Childers as member of the legislative council from that county will in many ways be conducive to
and serve the welfare and well being of the city of Albuquerque and of the Jaunty. Mr. Childers is peculiarly
well fitted for legislative work by experience and ability
as an attorney and as a man of affairs. As a member
of the body he will make himself felt in the right direction. He Is brainy, aggressive and very loyal to his
city and county. It will be very well for the citizens of
the Duke city should he represent Ihem In ihe council;
it will be otherwise tihouht he be defeated.

EVENING CITIZEN.

for the prohibitionists
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Those Jersey City prohibitionists who recently listened to a lecture on the liquor trade from a saloon
keeper should bo able hereafter to do more for the
cause of temperance than their brethren who have not
had similar advantages. The maji by whom they were
addressed seems to have spoken hi good temper aud
with some judgment. Much of what he said is undeniably true. Treating is the cause of considerable
drunkenness; liquor Bhould not be sold to drunken
men; no good is accomplished bv the violent denuncia
tion of the saloon owners in which many advocates of
toial abstinence seem to find great relief.
The antagonistic attitude of a large sectiuu of the
public ti.ward the keepers of public drinking places is
probably due to ti spread of New England intolerance,
lis origin may be found, perhaps, in the excitement and
bigotry that developed us a consequence of tho temperance movements of the second and third quarters of the
nineteenth century. The unanimous opnoniti.011 of the
churches to the trade has also helped to bring it into
had odor.
The evil effects of overindulgence in alcoholic stimulants became so apparent, however, that the
sentiment responsible for the formation of temperance
societies filled tho public mind with contempt for tho
liquor dealers' calling, and today In many communities
the proprietor of decent and respectable bars are habitually called "rumsellers," and their establishments,
no matter bow well conducted, "rum holes." In New
York and New Jersey liquor scling has never been held
in the disfavor in which New England has regarded it;
nor, except where the New England influence has been
strongest, has its repute been entirely bad In other portions of t lie country.
The letail dealer in alcoholic beverages has been
denounced mi ottc as a man vicious and degraded in
all his ways that many innocent persons who listened
to the saloon man's speech were probably surprised to
find him a reasonable, clean and intelligent person, differing externally not a whit from themselves.
If it is
borne in on these worthy Individuals und their friends
that the saloon men are human beiugs, neither belter
nor worse than the resi or mankind, something of value
will have been accomplished.
If they can establish
friendly relations with the dispensers of wet goods they
will find that theirs U not the only temperance work
that Is done, and that possibilities of
exist
which, if improved, would lead to excellent results unattainable by any other means. New York Suu.

TRY OUR BAKERY
GOODS.
THE QUALITY IS THE BEST.
EVERY ARTICLE WE SELL IS
GUARANTEED TO GIVE SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY
BACK.

We have just received
the largest and best selected line of Bedding
ever seen in Albuquerque
All

prices but lower
than elsewhere.

jf m ihi lira

Best Materials
Try us

Jaffa Grocery Co.

for your Com-
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forts and Blankets.

"Good Things to Eat"
yi

& SONS
0. W STRONG
HOUSE FURNISHERS

MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
j

T

BEY ARE RECEIVES.

POLITICAL POINTERS
$41,000. Stay with the party, and do
George Albright has made a good not take political advice from Field
assessor, the best the county hus ever and the morning journal, wntcn is
fighting the regular republican ticket
had, and why experiment?
on promise of securing the county
If It takes $11,01)0 for .1 reform printing.
county administration to pay au ex- The outside lKjlitical meetings of
official $0,000, how much will It take
the regular republican party have
to pay Si g. his commission?
leen largely attended, especially tne
meeting
in the San Jose pre
There was a rousing republican cinct last held
Saturday night. Candidates
rally la Silver City last Saturday Childers. Ortiz, Montoya and
Sando
nignt, at which Delegate Andrews,
made speeches, and they were
Col. Prlchard and Prof. Carrera made val
enthusiastically cheered.
speeches,
There Is some difficulty in the mat
V. S. Mi'li-i- i In in tlm I'itv from Snll- - ter of the nomination for the legisla
doval county. Ho says the regular tive council from the First council
republican ticket will carry that district, composed of the counties of
county by a big majority.
Colfax and Union. The republicans
of Colfax county have nominated
Stockton of Raton as the candidate
C. Ed. Newcomer uas always filled
every positiou with credit, and he for member of the council from the
will certainly eerve the people well First district, and the republicans of
after his election as collector and Union county have placed in the field
Fred I. Hurch of Clayton. It is untreasurer of this county.
derstood that the latter will not
If I'erfeeto can feed the prisoners withdraw from the ticket and hence
and fcave thousnmis of dollars a year, a compromise will be necessary. It is
likely that Chairman Bursum of the
why is it necessary to levy an addiwill
committee
tional $11,000 against the taxpayers terirtorlal central
visit Raton and Clayton to arrange
to feed those prisoners?
the affair.
If It lakes an extra $ 1 ,noo a year
for a reform chairman of the county BODY
ADAMS
board to run the government, what
will it cost if all those reformers get
their fingers In the deal?
ON VIEW AT STRONG'S SONS
.

OFW.Lt

noised about the city, but the
reK)it lacks confirmation at 4 p. in.,
Opportunity will be offered the
that IC. M. Sandoval will withdraw
his name as eandidale on the people's friends of the If te manag r of the
W. Ij. 11. Adams to view his reticket in Sandoval county for sheriff.
mains at the parlors ot O. W. Strong's
The morning Jonah has been for Sons, where they will remain until
single statehood, for jointure, against 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon and presingle statehood, against jointure, for vious to which time final arrangements for their disposition will be
the democrats and against the democrats, but it has never been for ihe made. These await the arrival of Mrs.
republican party except, there was Adams' sister from l.os Angeles, who
some pro lit in sight for the Journal. is expected here on the flyer this
evening. Tho funeral service will be
Nice morals.
held at the place of burial.
There is 110 law requiting the
NEW YORK STOCKS.
commissioners of any county to levy
a tax for the feeding of prisoners,
Following quotations received
by
ami when the reform county commisF. J. Craf & Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
sioners levied three mills against the Correspondents for I.ogan & Bryan.
property of Hernalillo county It was
133
Sugar
because they wanted the money for American
110
Amalgamated Cupper
some purpose.
74
American Locomotive
154
American Smelters
Winn Marron made that trade for
44 Mj
Car Foundry
the democracy, what did t he demo-er- a American
27 Va
Anaconda
is get? The fight against the re& Ohio
,119VH
publican ticket was opened with a Baltimore
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
78
charge that the party was personally Colorado
fiL'Vi
Fuel & Iron
conducted but nothing much has been Chicago C.reat Western com.... 17
said about personally conducted cam- Krie com
43
paigns since Marron made his little Louisville &
143Vi
Nashville
trade. This is a "one man's'' parly Mexican Central
22
with a vengeance.
93T
Missouri Pacific
'!
The New Mexican says: Joseph 11. National I.ead
128
New York Centra!
Mayo, nominee for county commis45
& Western
sioner for Hernalillo county, return- Ontario
143l
Pennsylvania
ed 10 Albuquerque yesterday from a Reading, com
140
campaigning tour to the eastern Rock Island com
-- 79n
towns in the county.
Mr. Mayo is
Pacific
making an aggressive campaign and Southern
171
St. Paul
will prove a first class official,
if Southern Hallway com
33
elected.
He nerved as county,
181 'h
I'nion Pacific
Fe
of Santa
county for one- I'aited States Steel pfd
100
tin and made au enviable record.
United States Steel com
-- J
(Ireene Cons
The rime to desert the regular reCopper Range
publican organization is whcij li apU'2
pears that the organization s uu'nie North Butte
37'
llmte Coalition
to the party. There has been no
02
Old Dominion
i,f the nurtv 'hi- tfi oi'Lrflnivu- ion. as the county records show the
Jolly
of
ball
the
The first annual
county administration
under repub- Haymakers' association will be given
lican ruin to have cost less than the at Colombo hall on Tuesday, October
reform administration by more than 30. Tickets $1, ladies free.
It is

I

THE BEST IN TOWN
Per Gallon

-

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red
Colo.

at the

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
A choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
meats and a full line of choice gro-- ri

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
$6.50

WOOD

6s
LOMMORI

S.

& MATTEUCCI.

We Keep It Up

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR

John

92.

JUST RECEIVED

COAL

Beavcn

We keep the quality of our bread
up to the highest. This is possible
by usinp;

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

The Best Flour.
The Best Labor,
"n-Melh,d'- -

B . K. ADAMS!
not only in mixing and
Bert

baking, but

also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

PIONEER BAKERY,
20T
Funeral Director

PL..

and Licensed

Embalmer THE

Automatic - 182
Colorado. Blh 298

NEAR

CARNES, O. D.

J.

C. H.

south nnmr street.

ELITE

Corner Fifth and Railroad Avtnua

ROOMING

HOUSE

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 113 West Silver Avenue.
E. GALLOWAY, Manager.

Scientific Optician
THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

g y

Bottled

In

Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

er

4i-t-

$t.50

-

-

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of tne city

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

,

EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

M.

HAIR, WORK.

Mr. KutherrurG. at homo to anyone
wanting hair work dune, every Wednesday, at &17 South Broadway.

ME LIN

I

& EAKIN

Sole Agentr
M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

Albuquarqua,

'
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ALBUQDERQUE

1906.

SIIERS

ELECTION

APPEAR

JUDGES

THEATER

TONIGH T
County

In

II

Commissioners Re
fuse to Accept List of Republican Committee.

Trovatore," and Tomorrow Eve
ning Will Render the Popular "Faust."

The I.amlianli Grand Opera company, which will open an engagement at
Klks' Hunter tonight, l composed of
entirely the same artists who for the
I'Hst seven months have (lelig'hted the
undienr.es in the City of Mexico.
Mario Lamhardl. the Impresario of
the company, has brought together
wiihout doubt the greatest singers In
the realm of grand opera on the Italian Btage, and we are Indeed promised
a rare treat when upon this evening
the company will present that universal favorite, "11 Trovatore," and that
other nqual favorite, "Faust" tomorrow night.
No better guarantee of the worth
of the company could possibly be
given than that they have been engaged to Inaugurate the opening of
the magnificent Auditorium of Los
Angeles, en route from the City of
Mexico, and through thenirogressive
management of the local Theater the
patrons of music will have an oppor
tunity VI Hearing una magnificent
enmnanv
The scenery and costumes are equal
to any production of opera in America
and, as conceded by all critics of renown, the Italian grand opera pro

rnva. nvfc.

fill

Board Complies With Formalities
of the Law and That
the
Is All.

ductions are second to none in
world today.
The company originally comes from
Milan, Italy, and has been traveling
together the last
Cuba. South America Ami Mnvlrn Tim
company numbers over a hundred and
me pmtiHcuon nere will be given In
its entirety.
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New Leader
5c-10-

BOSS PRODUCES LIST

THE

CITIZES.

OPENING OF THE

ARE APPOINTED

AT ELKS

EVENING

Store

c

OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE
Next Thursday Morning at 9:30.

Get

there the minute the doors ooen if vou

want the

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable
s,
Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES
Fin-ishe-

& Kt
In special session this morning the
uernamio county commissioners ap
pointed Judges of election for the en
Unheard-o- f
Buing election.
All members
were
present and the work for which the
U,?,.RuQ DEPARTMENT it a revelation to tho.e who
meeting was called was transacted
of th Sre
variety of Domettlo Rug
SALE OF SEATS IMMENSE.
ib bcu!d
from
best looms.
From the great demand for seats with great dispatch. In fact, the op
it Is fvldfllt that thn rnnliiiir nnon eraiion was accomplished on a prearranged n?'?ul hJch C0"8iS
of the
Reason has attracted the attention of mere
by law
pntiro
the
Thi
- .. . . v; m,
i nig id
i iij,
Nothing in the store over 15c. Watch for the large
in
iimv imic I lie meeting was opened, when a llRt
in tlianv ROB Ron a tlinl Alliumiernlla hna
circulars which will be left at your house, and come
been favored with an opportunity of of Judges offered by Attorney Modesto
308-31- 0
Railroad Avenue
the Bernalillo
. . Staab Building
hearing the world's greatest singers Ortiz, representing
to the right placeopposite the postoffice.
county
republican
central
committee.
opera
in an
second to none o ??ss
s turned nown.
a list offered by
great master works. Not only has
5c-10- c
the musical fraternity taken seats but Lnairnian urunRreld was adopted and
society Is engaging seats that will me meeting anjourneu.
The list offered by Mr. Grunsfeld
make this the gala performance of the was
as follows:
season
No. 1, San ,osp-J- a1"
Outside of New York City no city
Rafael Candebiria and Behlno iu8. wnicn was won by Hoston, blizzard in New
will ho mnrA t..nr
with ,Lnra
Mexico wbllo I used
ductions than will be Albuquerque to- - ,,"aya- 1 mce hoU8e of JaQulu Gar Judge Adams said: "A number of a palm leaf fan to keep cool."
men
prominent
in state and national
. ..
. .
. . ..A
No. a
Alamttrl.t
m.
Com ln affairs were enlisted to secure
:
THE MAZE.
ture ana
the bi- raust.
ine iamnarai..I T I'recinct1L,.CBnop. racneco
and
Pablo
company is far superior to most of the
ennlal
meeting
utT0'
Albuquerque In
for
Only
Use Two
We me showing am in'pn n Hn.i nf
""iie. r ace, nouse of Francisco 908, but Hoston had been too early
Italian companies in both scenarv anrt
"lankets
and
In
can
comforters
as
be
field,
the
costume effects.
and
despite
fighting
the
f
PreCinCt. NO.
Ttiir.ln
Ulmrn good fight, we lost. Hoston had too foil nd In town.
aancnez, Simon Tafoya and Tomas A. many votes pledged
The blankets range from. . .(i5c to $12
Second-han- d
beforehand.
nace, house of Iuis Ta
comforters range from. ,t!6c to $5
your case," said the Judge after uuruie.
John H. Scott of Hoston. irrnnd The
foya.
90C to $175
Rhodes' acknowledgment.
of MaHsnrhiiaettu
CONSISTENCY
lrnn Feather pillows from
Precinct No. 4, Ranchos de Albu Chancellor
sending out letters last year' boost ve snow a large varle y of outing
querque
Bias Garcia y Salazar, Die ing
flannels; we only handle the reArraignment Thi Afternoon,
uosion as the next meeting place.
liable, satisfaction irivi
117 Gold Avenue
Irldro Carmel and Luis Lucero, two go isancnes and J. H. Nlpp. place, The "Hub" had a regular headquaror j. ii. iviipp.
prices' range from
Kic to 15c
ART INDEED A JEWEL natives of Mexico, who are lodged In nouse
ters
at
New
Orleans
ot
boxes
and
Precinct No. 6, Padillas Manuel candy were
Men's warm gloves
2"c and 60c
the city Jail In connection with the
used to
votes Mens work plnvpa
'S tn 1
robbery of the Glorletta saloon early raamas y Chaves, Jose Chaves y Ap with. They even sent canvass
my
a
box
to
ouaca,
and Hafael Chaves. Place, room at
Men's driving gloves
$1 to $1.65
Don't DlipuU with a Woman,
Saturday morning, will be arraigned
TnheloH
hotel
u
fn
the
Mr.
10c to 75c
Judge Crawford's court at 5 o'clock nouse or Manuel Padillas v Chaves
P. Adams.' It has not been opened Boys' gloves
After Drunken Husband Beats in
Especially, if she tells yon to ordv a
Precinct No. 7, Sau Antonio
Children's woolen mittens
10c
this afternoon.
yet because there is no lady
ack of
.nanuei ixpe, Jesus Garcia and Da claims
bheet iron air tight heaters
11.35
Some strong evidence against the no
Up Wife She Carries
that
distinction,"
suggestwas
Chaves. Place, house of Dario ed. "YeS. I
Sloe tines
r.
EMPRESS FLOUR.
50c, 60c, 80c
accused men is said to be In possesl
or,,l
fiUnnOKn
thllt'a
v;oai nous
25c
sion of the nolice and It la nrnltahln unaves.
judge
no
excuse, (u you should t
the
Mke
Whiskey to Jail.
smiled.
frecinct No. 8, Griego Juan
that they will be bound over to the
get the order), that you could aaf
Hut thev all feel I; In, ll v (r,no, i Al
Juan Olguln and John buquerque,"
THE
MAZE.
grana jury.
And It, for erery flratolaM
he continued, "and the
grava
Wm. Kieke, Propr.
The first man
later gave Hennrlch. Place, house of Castulo Boston workers cheerfully nere,i
handles EMPRESS. Ton ttUI aiwajv
tn
RHODES A DRINK "MOOCHER" hig name of Isidroarrested
Carmel. Saturday lorres.
v,
v,or,
find good bread, good MaoolUi
work for the Dnkn Htv
Precinct No. 9,RanchoH de Atris grand
HAVE YOUR TIN WORK
DONE
Chief McMillin took in another man
lodge meets again In J908.
pastry and moat Important otewt
aXL
TO YOUR OWN APDsnu
SUBJECT
Who cavp ihla nnma aa T.tifa T imam co Francisco Gabaldon. Dloniclo An
good cheer to greet yoa iram
i
"We had a rranil timo
AL AT THE NEW STAR TIM fturiD
and Manuel Sanches v Tapia. TneY
Suspected Saloon Robbers to Be who is believed to be an accomplice aya
come home for your dinoer. Try Ml
.
. .
treated us royally but it was LOUIS F. 8TUECKEL, PROPRIETOR
n
of Carmel In the robbery. Suspicion FluA Ki.vfuoc ui
uauaiuon.
.....jr wim ana i round it refresh 3is WEST COPPER AVENUE. AUTO
Arraigned at 5 p.
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreee a
Precinct No. rinmico
10, Escobosa Reyes
attaches to both as knowing someII ether.
Mora. Antonio Grleea ami
.
thing about. the robbery of the HighMmnoi es iu jena newspaper stories of the MATIC PHONE 648
Goes Back.
Guiterres.
Place, house of Filimino
land Pharmacy.
Precinct No. ll, Pajarlto Cleofas
To Take Herada Back.
about
There were some remarks
A deputy sheriff of Socorro county Sanchez, K. B. Clark and Francisco
Wholesale Aent. Albuquerque. N.
woman, her consistency and her con- arrived here this morning from San win an.
.
house of Dolores
stancy after the usual morning ses- Antonio and will return this evening
with Harry Hereda the young Jap
Precinct No. 12, Albuquerque A
sion of police court this morning. They who
Is wanted to answer to a charge W. Hayden, Frank H. .oore and S
were brought about by thetrlal of of obtaining
Vann.
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
money under false prePlace, city hall.
Martin Madron, a native, who was ar tenses. He wa employed as a cook
Precinct No is ni,i ah.
at San Antonio and accordine to ad- - Julian Perea, Anastacio del Valle and
OCTOBER 29 AKD 30
rested Saturday by Constable Smith
i13 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
received by fhe police, he so- - i.vMuuro minicK. Place, school house
-ordtslurbing'!c,.t,81
a
charge
.Madron
a.-money
HH-thwo,-1e
of
Cande-lariaMDm
from
rrennct
Teofilo
'
,
.
n
waa
neace.. He
elven
Kentence MMi, t wen Known mercnant
&
Salvador Candelaria and
of San
oi ten aays ot lauor on me street. Antonio, under false pretenses
Garcia. Jlace, Jiouse of Tran
Numerous telephone message vpnt qullino Garcia.
Alter ine iriui nis wiie appeareu to
. . . . PRESENTINQ
v
BUTTER NUT
beg executive clemency but Judge over the wire between Mr. Hilton and
Precinct Kn HHt
u.viaiiueii
FINE LINE OP
i ijiaa
PrnwffirI fltlttctnflterl iht
nntrealioa Chief McMillin this morning regard- - v.maies y jNuanes,
leodoro
Do
and
BREAD
"111
CAKES
before tbey were offered and she de- - Ing the Jap,
mingo Garcia. Place, house of Domingo Garcia.
Better Than Home-Madimiteu wniiuiii gmuuK an. audience
Always
on Hand.
in behalf of her husband.
Precinct No. 23, San Antonio
According to Chlnf McMillin. tho SIXTY DAYS MORE WOULD
. arcenno
Crespin. Melquia des GarMadron family frequently disturbs its
All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to
cia and Jose Adeliado Garcia. Place,
POSITIVELY GRANDEST MUSICAL ATTRACTION OF SEASON
own peace and tranquility. The liege
house
of
Manuel Gonzales y Lopez
WIN
FOR
STATEHOOD
lord is i" the habit of using bis spouse
Precinct No. 2, AlbuquerqueD.
Seats on sale at Matson's Saturday, October 27 at 9 o'clock Price
for a punching bag whenever he ini-- 1
H. Boatiight, Ottt, Dieckmann and
75c, 1, 1.50. Hox Seats $2.00.
bibes sufficient "copltas" to get in a
rellx H. Lester? Place, Dunbar's of- JUDGE RODEY DISCUSSES POUT nee.
strenuous humor.
ICAL SITUATION IN ARIZONA
Satnrlay the man of the house ran
Precinct No. 28. Atrisco Manuel
COPPER 'INTERESTS
amuck again and the wife sent severAntonio Jaramilln . Cfil..i,i...
inMn
........UVM .juiainii
OPPOSE IT.
al of the children after the chief and
io and Jose Ixpez.
a
they told him to come "muy pronto"
Jaramlllo.
lu.lKe Bernard S. Ro.lev ,,f P,..-.ulnue'
as there was some danger of their Rico
mon
34'
is or the opinion that sixty days
The telephone makes the
mother being beaten to death.
The telephone preserves your
" ' ,1 , T?rres aml iMuia Gu"
more of
statehood campaign
Chief
McMillin
sent Constable would find the
Hay,
Grain,
Groceries
Anas,acl
"8e
duties
f
lighter,
f'
and
Fresh
giving
Arizona
the
a
cares
majority
less,
health, prolongs your life and
p.h
Smith to the domicile of the Madrons for Joint
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGEstatehood. He declared yesand he then and there tooli the com- terday
nd the worries fewer.
No as rn 0 IIIIC Vfltn,.l
protects
at ihe
. Precinct
afternoon
your home.
..uriqiiiTABLES.
ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
bative husband into custody and lock- club, where
,i
an Informal reception aucs Chaves. FranclKcn 1 ...,..
501 North First Street.
ed him in the city Jail.
Kranclsco
phone..
Both
Sebadra.
was tendered him mxm his return to
Place school
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
When Madron awoke Sunday mornhouse.
IN
YOUR
HOME
ing hia tongue was swollen, he had Albuquerque, that joint statehood
is
sentiment
growing
in
the
sister
a meat paper taste in bis mouth and territory by leaps
and bounds.
a thirst that required something a
Judge Rodey, who Is a former delelittle stronger than water to allay.
gate to congress from New Mexico,
Here's where the consistency and is here
to spend a few days with his
the constancy of his wife came in. family.
FROM SILVER CITY
He spent a week la Arizona
She carried him whisky to the Jail before arriving
here.
and shoved a bottle through the bars
Discussing the rumor that he reso that her man might drink well and
turned here to take up the fight for DELEGATE ANDREWS AND PAR
long.
TY BRING GOOD REPORTS
statehood, the Judge said he
.
a tK
v.
,
n
This morning the woman wanted to Joint
FROM SOUTHERN NEW
came
on
west
UIININLK 25 CENTS
private
business
and
put up $5 for the release of her spouse
MEXICO.
so that he would not have to work on there Is no tioliticui RicniHnnnr.0 ui.
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to 12 Midnight
tached to his trip to Arizona or New
fhe streets but Judge Crawford bad .Mexico.
Delegate W. H. Andrews, Col Gen.
d elded that a little work would
OBamrmssasaBs:
The judge admitted, however, that W. Prichard and Prof. J. c. Carre,
for him and there was nothwlio were
ing for Madron to do but shoulder his he took more than passing interest in and Sundayin Silver City on Saturday
campaigning for the rethe gallant fight being waged in AriAlways Heady to 8ervo
No. 2 shovel and Join the brigade.
zona for Joint statehood by General publican party, returned to the city
morning
ins
right after breakfast
highly pleased with
Ainsworth. which h. uai.i iu i.rinin
To
Rhodes a Drink "Moocher."
morning
Soda
On Ice
their pilgrimage.
John Rhodes, who apparently has maivelous results.
"VVe
'RverywherA Alnsmnrtt, aA m
received a cordial greet ine in
the frosts of many winters In a' long
every
SOUTH
piece
FIRST
of
STREET
silk
in our store
been re1
said the delegate,
Heard which lends dignity to his ratti- mends are making votes for joint i..ani county."
La Vela Rooming Bouse io Connection. 113 West
Lead Aaue
a 0"8inS meeting at Silver
statehood." declared the
er dissipated
''!!
duced
ru'
in
price
staples
the
Lyand
season's
he
&
situation In the southern
most
edged the gentle impeachment of be "They have strong opposition to fight
ing nrunK, wnen lie was arraigned in over there In the copper interests, counties could not look more favorwanted novelties all alike are effected.
.....
though. Tucson would today give a able tor tho rennl,li,i.M
im...
...... ,
ponce court this morning.
I IJ ,
i ll
party has been regular in JSU
every counRhode was picked up by Patrol- majority for jointure were it' mn for ty
man Rossi, who stated that he is in this. Both sides realize that tins sen- v and the prospect for polling a big
e is very nattering.
the habit of frequenting saloons and timent is changing rapidly.
Statehood
Smith
will probably be electe.i
a" "f ,hi KOU"H'r
"'an'y
"mooching" drinks.
DRUGGISTS
ties
"Mooching" does nol appear among owing to a disruption in the republiE
Andrews and 1'rof. Carreta
the Ms in Webster's dictionary but in can ranks, but I believe the opposiMail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
..Pi.eu nere, whilu the colonel conpopular parlance It, means to down tion to jointure is going to pieces."
on
tinued
to
BOTH
PHONES
Santa Fe.
The judge will probably leave for
everything someone else buys for you
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
H O. Bursum, who 'bad
Washington at the expiration of c
and forgt to return the courtesy.
been attending
the
republican
"I Think ten days would about fit week, and from thence
convention at
depart for Socorro,
bis home town
San Juan, where he will resume
countv.
also returned to tb(. o)ly and
judicial duties.
thl(J lorr;.
Finest Whiskies B
ing. The republicans
a
strong ticket In Socorro nominated
county
BERNALILLO COUNTY
Prof. Carrera. who is one of the
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
best Spanish speakers in the counJOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
try, will talk on the issues of the
DISTRICT COURT day in Old Albuquerque tonight. The
SAM PL A NO
""PI
.,...
J 2 0 West Railroad Avenae
professor is a metallm-..!.- .
i
CLUB ROOMS 0
with headquarters at Kl Paso.
Jim,
l"nleKs something n;inneii iti'l at. His home,
'
however. Is at Las Crimes.
ei noon 10 retard the trial' of lridro
anu nis son, charged with
at 212 South Second Street
with attempt' to
a crime WE CAN GET THE K. OF
alleged to have been murder,
P.
committed near
the Bernali n Tirr,i.,i
BIENNIAL MEET IN 1910
have been c eared of three cases as
COI NT. Waltr fallin,;. a ,roi) at a time, will
or ine day's work.
THAT
During the forenoon Gregorio Garwear away I no hardest nxk. It was
cia was found not triiilt
BOSTON EVEN CANVASSED "MRS
......u..
ihe last straw that broke thu caiuel's liaek.
a mare, Us charged In an
B. F. ADAMS FOR A VOTE
ON
A little money
saved-sav- ed
iKitlarij will wiuu
found against 'him. and thisindictment
MEETING PLACE.
afteroon
amoiiiit to a comfortable sum. A little saved from your
previous ,o ,he taking up of
Baca
each month will wear away the bands of poWTty.
Indue H. F. Adams
.
and J.
cise. Judge Abbott sentenced Miguel
Bvery small sum counts and makes the tolal of your
Marntjo to thirty days in the county Heiilbcr readied
Albuquerque laht
savinns larger.
.wi
a gun i a settlement, nlsht from New Orleans, where they
A hank account givea you
seutence niiring K(Mh J(,. have been in attendance at the bisomething t0 think about.
net
ennial conclave of tile (iiiind lodge of
tr.
It will keep you busy; it will
furnish you a safe place
Knijrlits of Pylliias. Mr. Heather reto put your savings; It will help you to ga?e your money
TOO LATE FOR CLARIFICATION.
turns lo bis home at Silver City tosystematically; ;t will put method Into your saving.
day.
r wjv
;, icciy ruriuMicd r oius
i
.. Air...
Judge Adams in of the opinion that
toO ' r
wnn running
water. Hoard at Albuquerque can easily net the next
Leon B.5TERH.fso?i,inop
reasonable prices, t'asa d
Oro, meeting of the srand lodse. IdsciiKH-in- g
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here, but will soon
mod almost
universally by the restaurant keep- ers.

YORK IS

OFFICESli

NOI TO

ANY PRINCIPLES

Other News and Gossip From
Gotham Where the Political
Pot Is Boiling Furiously.
Special Corresponaence.
New York, Oct. 27. The practice
of feeding horses on banana peelings
has become quite common since
someone set the example on the theory that, as the peelings were handy
and the horses were plenty on the
streets It was a Rood thing to introduce them to each other. So wherever there was a horse and a
seller there was the inevitable
benevolent person who doesn't believe In wasting anything,
and bo
carefully gives the animal what he
can not eat himself. The horses devour the skins with avidity. But
now comes a wise horse owner who
says, "Don't feed that horse with
those banana
peelings."
And
he
proceeds to Bay that he has lost a
norse and nearly lost others by their
being given such peelings; that they
are very injurious to the animals.
This feeding of the skins to the
horses In the streets tended to increase the chances of human life, as
otherwise the skins contrived to get
on the sidewalks, and If there is
anything that will floor a man or
woman sooner or more completely
than banana skins It has not yet been
brought to public notice. If the banana skin went in the horse's mouth
it certainly would not be found upon
the sidewalk, and the respectable but
cureless citizen would not be floored.
But It may be set down as a fact that
.banana skins are not good for horses.
ba-ott-

Fake Ideas In Politics.
In the election now going ou everybody seems to have his say, great
or small. The columns of the newspapers are full of letters from everybody and anybody, some in favor of
Hearst, some in favor of Hughes,
praising or blaming. And the newspapers seem to publish them without much regard to whom they favor.
It seems to be a grand presentation
to the public to let off their surplus
knowledge and public interest. And
everybody Is availing himself of the
opportunity.
And so a great variety of points is brought out, and the
candidates will contrive to get committed to as great a variety of opinions as were ever presented to the
American people since the country
was first settled. Such a mixture of
parties was never seen before, and
it seems as if the way nowadays to
run political ampaigns'is to go bacK
on your own candidates and support
the opposite side in order to show
your independence. Nobody takes up
an idea but what another person of
opposite political fith comes forward
and accuses one of stealing the ideas
of that party, from which it would
appear that both parties believe the
same thing, and that the election is
being held only to choose persons
.anil not parties.
Sacrificial to Men.

Parkhurst's new church Is
a distinct addition to the attractive
and notable places of worship in this
Hev. Dr.

city. It is remarkable for its originality, its breaking away from conventional lines and its remarkable color
bcheme, which is blue, white and
yellow. The dome is tied showing
an alternating pattern of green and
golden lantern. Dr. Parkhurst holds
his people the same as ever, and it
may be attributed largely to his courage, such as was shown in his eulogy
tit Stanford White, the architect,
whom Thaw killed, and who was covered with obloquy so deeply by
Thaw and the press. Parkhurst
spoke tenderly of him, and the act
was a noble one, and showed that the
great fighter of vice and the stern
and unrelenting foe of every defender of graft is as true to a friend as
to a principle. Probably there is no
other minister in New York city
who would have taken the risk that
Parkhurst did in standing up for a
man whom the community had come
Jo so generally condemn. It Is that
kind of public men that hold the
people against everything, who stand
by their friends no matter .how unpopular they may have become. Certainly Stanford White was a great
architect, and Parkliumts church
will stand as an enduring monument
j't his skill.

--

The
Has Come.
Within a few weeks New York
will have the benefit of one of the
most wouderful electrlal
inventions
of the age the telharmonlc. This is
an instrument for the transmission of
music from a central keyboard to the
homes, restaurants and public places
i
the city. At a cost of more than
SO1'.'
the central music "plant" has
been established
at a convenient
point in Manhattan. The instrument
is viitually perfected, and in a short
time, it l.i expected, the company will
ne. reauy in oner its musical wares
"to the public. At no great cost the
householder, flat dweller or restaur
ant proprietor may have a telhar
iiiuuic installed, connected by wire
with, the central Instrument or
and by simply pushing the
button will be able to turn on the
music me Instrument that will be
placed In the homes Is a ismall affair
ami can easily ie Hidden by a erouuing of flowers or potted plants. Four
graues or music will be available
grand opera, pipe organ, orchestral
or piano. T, sis thus far made show
that the jirli tones of the central internment are preserved in transmission, und there is no marring of the
music by the rasping sound of the
phonograph. The inventor of the
and the capitalists v ho are
bucking him are confident that the
instrument will not only have e n
tiocUoua vviih Ihuusauda of hoi..
Telharmc-ni-

!

SESSION MAGGIE'S

Dime

Apparently All Parties Believe
the Same and Election
Is Merely to

MAINTAIN

Medicine Measurement.
man went into a Broadway drug
store and asked the clerk for a remedy for Indigestion. The clerk sifted a pink powder into the scales.
"Take a heaping dlmeful of this," he
said, "and It will bring you around
all right." "A dlmeful," ejaculated
the man; "what kind of measurement
Is that?" "It Isn't new,' replied the
clerk, "and It Is very simple. Just
take a dime and pile as much powder on It as will Mick. That will be
the proper dose. You couldn't get It
any more exact If you treasured half
an hour with scales and spoons." A
man standing by sighed remlniscent- ly.
"It makes me feel about ten
years younger to hear you pay that,"
he said. "They used to measure
medicine that way when I was a kid.
I Hiiposed modern appliances
had
driven all those old methods out of
the markets." "Not at all," said the
clerk; "there are lots of places where
iney still take medicine bv the dime
ful."
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General Building Supplies
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MISS MARGARET DUFFY. THE RICH SERVANT GIRL.
Pittsburg, Oct. 29. By Jilting a changing her mind. She is a nurse
young man on the eve of their mar- girl In the household of Alva C. Dinriage, Miss .Margaret Duffy, a pretty key, president of the Carnegie Steel
company. One day she heard Mr.
Irish girl, has revealed the fact that Dinkey
remark that such and such a
he has made a fortune by speculatstock was going up sure. She took
ing In slocks. And now she doesn't the
tip
given
all unconsciously, spec
want to marry any "poor" man.
Miss Maigaret was to have been ulated wnn ner savings in the stock
and
more money than she could
married several days ago to P. J. have made
earned by
Mooney.
of Braddock.
The young erations or oa Diestending several gen
man has a responsible position with
then she has quietly acted
the Westlngliouse In; crests ut East on "Since
every bit of information ahoitr th
Ml tsburg.
Several dr.ys before the ,lav for the K y C
UT
She ,,r0"Bht her parents
wedding Miss Margaret nnlettv rIIm ,
. P,

"""'.

anu sne doesn't
marry any poor clerk."

Then came the secret of Margaret's

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
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Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqaette

Alboqwrqwe, New Mexico
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Vice President.

Consolidated Liquor Company
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Chas. Melinl, Bwcreur
O. Bachechl, Treasure

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI
WMOLKMALm DCALMB

The territorial supremo court con
In adjourned session Saturday
morning at 10 o'clock In chambers
at the Capitol building. Those pres
ent were:
Chief Justice William .1. .Mills. As
sociate Justice John It. McKie, Asso
ciate Justice Frank W. Parker. Asso
Colossal Peace Monument.
A. Mann, and
New York Is to have a colossal elate Justice Edward
Ira A. Abbott.
Justice
peace monument "oo feet high, to be Associate
Harry S. Clancy was at his post as
erected on the banks of the Hudson temporary clerk" owing to the HIikms
river at a cost of $.",onn,Mm, if the of Clerk Jose 1. Sena, David J. Lea
ambitious
wishes of K. Wellington hy, assistant United States uttorney,
Kuckstuhl. the New York sculptor, was also present. The territory-wa- s
ana member or the National Sculpt represented by Attorney
General W.
ure society, who was chief sculptor C.
United States Marsha! C.
of the St. Ixiuls exposition, are re M. Held.
Foraker was In attendance.
garded and carried into effect. This
Interest In Saturday's
censcheme was outlined several vears tered in the matter of session
the writ of
ago by the National Sculutuie socl prohibition
issued by Associate Jus
ety, of which Karl Bitter is president. tice
A.
Mann,
prohibiting
Nothing came of it. although it was Judge Edward
Vl Parker, of the Third
thought that 12,500,000 would be suf judicial Frank
district, from recognizinc Ma- nclent to carry it out. That sum was
by Governor
not offered by the nubile, and recent slas Baca,as appointed
sheriff of Socorro county,
ly a syndicate or wealthy patrons of vice I.eandro Baca,
for allegan nas ieen rormed, the original ed malfeasance In removed
office.
Owine to
scneme nas neen enlarged and a the delay in arrival of
Associate Juslarge part of the $5,000,000 required tice Mann, who
waB unable to reach
has been pledged. It is the nurnose Santa
Fe before noon
case was
of Mr. Kuckstuhl to execut
the not taken up until In thetheafternoon.
monument in the shape of an im
writ of prohibition was to Dri
mense Ionic column 600 feet hieh. It venThe
t Judge Parker from in any way
will rest on a double-stor- v
bnlldlnc determining ttie rights of Masais
about J00 feet cube, the whole rest Baca
to the office of sheriff of Socoring on a platform 300 feet square. ro county
except by judlrlal proceedElevators will run to the top, on ings in ordinary
of law. Attor
which a glass globe forty feet in di- ney General Held course
appeare for the re
ameter will serve as a lighthouse. A spondent
and
filed
a
demurrer to the
figure of Victorious Peace, loo feet
of Leandro Baca.
high, will stand In front of the col- petition
The
against
demurrer
the writ of
umn.
prohibition was filed on the crounds
that the affidavit and motion for the
A Youthful Politician.
Among the most amusing incidents writ of prohibition do not stale facts
of this very amusing campaign Is the sufficient to constitute a cause upon
remarkable specimens of politicians which 1o Issue a writ of nroliUiltion
against respondent, also that
that have emerged from obscurity to directed
take an active part In it. And among Me court has no jurisdiction u, au
them none is more odd than Oscar thorize the issuance of a writ of pro
Sufrln, 15 years old. of Broome street, hibition to any of the dictricl courts
who was arrested by a policeman for of the territory. I.eandro Baca was
holding forth on the stump without represented by Attorney Charles A.
Spiess. of I.ns Vegas, and E. W. Dob-soa permit.. Upon the court's quesof Albuquerque.
tioning him he said he acted as
lhe only matter considered bv the
chairman and was a member of the
Albert l.ucas club, a toy's political court Saturday was in the case of
organization, and lie desires to aid Jose Dolores Marqucz et al. pla.iitlff's
in the election of Adolph Stern as m error, vs. the Maxwell Ijind Grant
company, defendant In error. Attorassemblyman and also chief of police. ney
F. Wl. Claney, of Albunueraue. as
He said he was about to Introduce
Eddie Friedman to the constituents counsel for the plaintiff in error filed
motion for the court to make a
when the policeman interfered
The
magistrate told him that was enough statement of facts In the nature of
special verdict for use on an anneal
but Sufrln still kept on talking, com- to
the supreme court of the United
plaining that the policeman had
smashed his rostrum. Oscar comes States. In the motion was embodied
proposed statement of facts. Atfrom Russian parents, who not long the
ago were peasants In Minsk! Russia. torney Spiess for the defendant in
The boy is one of the cleverest schol- error made objection to this proposed
ars in public school No. 79, where he statement of facts and the court took
nas snown marked talents In elocu- the matter under advisement.
At 4:30 o'clock Saturday afternoon.
tion and verse writing.
a decision was reached In the Baca
case denying a writ of Drohibltion.
British School Teachers Coming.
The British schoolteachers, who, to The opinion was unanimous.
the number of 500, will visit this
country for a tour during the winter,
represent every class, from kinder- VARSITY DEFEAIS MINERS
garten and defective senses instruct
ors to the professors of England's
5-AT TRACTION PARK
0
universities. They have been select
ed from thousands of applicants who
nave made known their 'lesire to
visit .the United States since the an- RATHER SMALL CROWD WITNES
SES CONTEST MARRED BY
nouncement
was
made
several
WRANGLING OVER
months ago that r. series of excur
sions for teachers vas being planned.
RULES.
About thirty will sail on November
a
Before
rather
small crowd of peo
3it, constituting
the advance guard,
and similar parties will sail weekly ple at Traction park Saturday after
the eleven representing the
thereafter until the end of March. noon
Mr. Mosuley, who has charge of the School of Mines at Socorro went
enterprise, has preceded them, and down to defeat before the University
has been here a couple of weeks to of New Mexico eleven in a game
look after the arrangements.
Mr. which was marked by much kicking
A
both figurative and literal.
Moseley considers the American svs- Moseley considers the American sys- touchdown in the last part of the sectem more practical than the English ond half by Gonzales netted the
system, and says the American boy varsity five, the fullback falling to
is kept in school longer, and money kick goal. The School of Mines war
is more lavishly spent in America for riors were unable to do a great deal
education. The pay of teachers. after this and me 'varsity's goal line
never in much danger.
however, is relatively lower in this was
1 he playing
of Klrchman und Cap
country than in Great Britain, and
Mr. Moseley considers that we nee-- tain Hilton for the Miners and Heuld
lect the musical education of our and Galles, the 'varsity ends, was
conspicuous.
children.
The 'varsity offered some trick
stunts which were well executed and
ADIRONDACK DEER HUNTING
IS VERY TAME SPORT never failed to produce the desired
Albany, N. y., Oct. 29. Since the yards." The Miners confined them
deer season opened in the Adiron-dack- s, selves to straight football almost en
sportsmen have been tirely, and there was plenty of punt
shooting down deer in such a manner ing uacit and forth.
Interpretation of the new football
as to call for loud protests.
It is
about as exciting sport as going into rules, recently revised, occasioned
the pasture and butchering a culf as considerable wrangliing throughout
the deer have become almost as tame the game, most of which the specta
as cows. The season does not close tors did not understand.
The line-up- :
until November 15, but steps are alSchool
of Mines Kibe, center;
ready being taken by persons interested to have the close season year Miller, right guard; Utter, left guard;
Bobbins, right tackle:
Moore,
left
considerably shortened.
tackle; Hall, right end: Strand, left
FAIRBANKS CAMPAIGNING
nd; Schmidt, ouarterback: Ever- IN MISSOURI TOWNS hardt, right
half; Hilton, left half;
St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 29. Charles Klrchman, full back.
W. Fairbanks,
'Varsity Selva, tenter; G. Emof the
United States, today addressed meetmons, right guard; Crawford, captain,
ings in furtherance of the republican left guard;
Albright, right tackle,
campaign which Is being waged vig- Heavy, left tackle; C. E. Heald, right
orously lu Missouri.
Lembke,
Congressman end; 11. Galles, left end;
Fulkerson, David It. Frauces, of St. quarter back; Allen, right half; K.
Ixuls, Congressman A. Cowne of Heald, left half; Gonzales, full back.
New York City, Geo. 1,. Dobson, of
Ies Moines, Arthur Brewster, of this REMOVES FROM SANTA
city, and Charles F. Booker, of SaFE TO ALBUQUERQUE
Hon. and Mrs. Amado Chaves and
vannah, ure also on the stump.
three children left Thursday last for
MEMBERS OF BRITISH
Albuquerque, which will be their fu
NOBILITY DIVORCED ture home. Mr. and Mrs. Chaves were
London, Oct. 29. The afternoon pa- social favorites here and have many
pers here quote the Manchester Guar- warm and sincere friends in the Cap
dian as saying that a deed of separa- ital city. Their departure Is greatly
tion between the Duke and Duchess regretted. Mr. Chaves is highly re
of Marlborough has been signed on spocted in Santa Fe, which city he
the ground of incompatibility of tem- served one term as mayor. He also
per, by the provisions of which the represented Santa Fe county as mem
duchesir keeps the Sunderland house, ber of the legislative council in the
Ijondon, and her own dowry, but is Thirty-fourt- h
assembly. Mrs. Chaves
precluded from going to Blenheim. was very popular In society and both
The document, it is udded, was sign- Mr. and Mrs. Chaves will be greatly
ed October 23. The duke Is now at missed. The best wishes of their
Blenheim and the duchess Is staving many friends for their future well
at Sunderland house.
being attend them to their new hotiu
New Mexican.
"I am ambitious,"
declared the
more or less young woman. "For
A Badly Burned Girl
15 years I have been singing, with or boy, man or woman, is quickly
some success, I suppose, lor part of out of pain if lluckleu's Arnica Salve
that ilnie
Is applied promptly.
have been a star. But
G. J. Welch c.f
am ambitious to act.
wish to appear Tekoiisha. Mich., says: "I use it in
before the ublic ia mjiih tliiiiig ihai my family for cuts, sores and all
has no music in it."
skin injuries, and find it perfect."
"Good. Why don't you join a mus- WuilteRt pile
curei known. Hest heal-li'-ical cvuiedy company."
salve made. 2Tc at a'.l druggists.
nt

am

president.

D. Eahln,

O. Gloml,

WANT TO MARRY ANY POOR CLERK

A

CAMPAIGNING
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GAS
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

New York, Oct 23. "How beaufitul ITIce
chief surgeon of the German
the world Is. I love the sky ami I'"l"kinik, at last agreed
to attempt
houses and trees in the park. I love " lesP'iate operation in an attempt
people and I am the hannlest irirl in
,
'"e Margaret's sight
says
'

the chances were 100 to 1
tie
against her. The task of the surgeon
was to cm delicately and precisely
and divide a small flesh obstruction,
which had cut off the blood and nerve
supplies of the eye and caused
it to
opaque.
Thl." .......
actoiiipiisnea
"
and the lisht
"""'ling ntilcklv harV ,V he
overjoyed child.
crept up
her
cheekaga and ' h?r tidy ato be-;come round and health v

this great city. I guess.
volce thrilling with enthusiasm
Margaret lluber tells of her sensation of seeing after three years of
total blindness. Her eyesight has
been restored by an extraordinary
ivho- - .1.. C ,"d was evenhe
ply became stone blind. fcxpert op- inamologlst declared that her cae
was hopel
ami that she would nev- see agai
the child
eton.
Impairing of her life her mother
nsisted UH.n keeping physicians Interested in the case. nr. John
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uu to go to school and do something great in the world. There Is
nothing so terrible as blindness, always night."
jth, chin and ranginu unwrd
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Springs

ACCOMMODATIONS
. CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

FIRST

Ses Santa Fa' Agent for round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,

I New Mexico

9mmm9
St. Michael's College
C1IRISTIAN HKOT1IERS

SANTA FE,
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IDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
I

;

-

'

Hot

RELIEVES PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

EASY TO REACH.

CURES DROPSY.

fr

i

PLEASANTLY 8ITUATED.

bIy- -

shooter was found hear the body and
Identified as the property of Orisak.
'ihe opinio,,
(hat he accidentally
killed himself while herding his goats.
This information is furnished by
Hanger W. K. Dudley. When tirlsak
was first missed the report went out
that he had probably been murdered
and for this reason Sheriff Phillips
has been in that vicinity for several
days investigating the case. Grisak
leaves a family of several children,
one or them a "baby onlv a few days

ieitns Magazine for November is,
as usual, full of interesting material
for the home builder. The opening
article, by Arthur C. Clanson. gives
thret. very interesting object lessons
in present day architecture.
An articles on Interiors gives us
glimpses into four charming living
rooms which are full of suggestions.
Illustrations and house plans for
seven different attractive homes are
given in this number, together with
complete descriptions.
old.
The usual departments are of a
special interest to the housewife at
BERNALILLO PEOPLE
this season of year.
VISIT SANTA FE
One of the most difficult questions
.Mrs. Greenbaiiu
of I.os Angeles
for the home builder is the treatment
nil Miss McC'artv of Herna
o. both
til w.'lllo ai.
ininn ira hl' i. r l " , k '
" whom formerly lived at Park View,
.
l.
Ti. J
n
to
hi'n1U'1'
in Rio Arriba county, ai in the city
Xen.,,! U J!.. 7. 1,1 '1
a week's visit and have taken
1NovtmbtrKe ti,s continuing a series
arof
apartments at St. Vincent's sanltari-'tele- s
..
.
...
on wall decoration
h rh bus
. .
uiu. .nr. iireenuaum win return iiu
',,ur'
to
8,
California.
in
1'.
home
her
,
S nothing that U always of Interest il(
whu.h ,inle h wi ,je act.ompao- he home builder Is the personal
by her children, wlo have been
M
xpt rlenco of others In the
same.line.
An in cresting experience of this na-- , makins their home with relatives at
Mexican,
Iteriialillo.-N- ew
"ii'- is described ami illustrated in
.
""s
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
to
1AZO OINTMENT I.
CRISAK S BODY FOUND
''U,e aQy Cas0 ot Itculn8- - I!lInd- Blee
NEAR CLOUDCROFT
,,u cr ProlrudlnR j.Ueg ln
to H
i
body of Petei Grisak was
,f.,n,io,i Knn
twenty
mile rasi nf Clomlcrofr Thursday,
Alsy Yes, tl'e world's champi
A
he
ilo
ImUet
Ahitnotioi
sts
i'' series is nore rr less a p.ime of
Nis.
' '
;i8 In his he.nl, Koinn in itn;ler I'l.f.lll'tV

"'""r
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STOP! LISTEN!
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YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE
A

RANGE WITH

FIVE-HOL-

WARMING CLOSET,
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR.

$29.00
$26.00

ON TIME

CASH

D. EMMONS
J. The
furniture Man
Corner Coal and Second

BOTH

some bavftig partly picked the crop.
Mrs. Krelherg. two miles east of
this city, had not picked any of her
apples, no her crop of a good sized
orchard la a total loss.
At the Model farm orchard, which
adjoins Springer on the east, Carl
Brown had picked pnrt of the crop,
Init a larpe portion of It was ruined.
The small orchards In this vicinity
all lost more or ltM fniit.
The loss west of hern in the small
orchards up the Riiyarin has leen on
nn average with other sections.
Repcfrts from Mora county tell of
similar conditions having been caused
by the storm.
The loss of the winter apples Is a
serious blow to all. as they will be
scarce in northern New Mexico, if reports are not exagKerated.

m

VEBAS CRUSHED

i
j

i

10

DEATH

v

'Walton F. Slack Caught Between Coal Chute and Engine Cab at Lamy.

J

The foundries of Pittsburg and other
manufacturing centers are said to
for Iron
be crowded with orders
bridge material. This Is a new movework
ment In railroad construction
and the policy of replacing wooden
bridges with Iron structures Is being
adopted by many roads. The Southern
Pacific, Mexican Central and other
lines are among those which have
placed heavy orders.
M. B. Estes has filed suit at El Paso
against the Atchison, Topeka' & Santa
Fe for $25,000. He alleges that while
In the employ of the defendant company In the capacity of a brakeman,
he fell from the top of a box 'car because of a defective hand hold breaking off and sustained injuries that
him
have permanently Incapacitated
from work as a railroad man.

An awful death was the fate of
reWalton F. Slack, an
spected citizen of I.as. Vegas, at
Lamy Junction Saturday morning,
says th Optic. Only meager accounts of the fatal accident that befell
the old gentleman are at hand. It
appears that he was caught, between
the coal chute and the cab of an engine, with the result that one leg was
cut ofT. Death probably resulted from
the shock and the loss of blood. The
accident occurred about 10:55 and Mr.
Slack lingered in agony for half an
hour before death ended his suffering.
Deceased 'had resided in Las Vegas
for over twenty years, nearly all of
which time he had been employed by
the Santa Fe company. Up to a short
time ago, he had been in the water
service of the company, but of recent
months had been in charge of the
gasoline engine at Lamy junction,
hoisting coal Into the chutes, from
which the engines are supplied with
fuel.
Little is known of the antecedents
of Mr, Slack outside of the members
of the immediate family. He was
65 years of age and is survived
by a wife. Mrs. Philip Callahan is a
of Albert Slack, a stepson, wka Is a railroad machinist 'employe in the Raton shops.
old-tim- e,

.

The posi'ion of shop Inspector at
the Santa Fe shops, San Bernardino,
has leen created, and Wi. A. Wllkins
has leen appointed to the position.
This official is expected to Inspect all
of the work turned out by the machine and blacksmith shops and see
that It Is perfectly and properly done.
Mr. Wllkins, who has the position,
comes from the Union Pacific.
The El Paso Livestock commission
company brought suit against the
chison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
t:miauy ior i,so ior alleged damages to a shipment of cattle.
At-abo- ut

step-daught-

COLD

TO BE
INSTALLED ON SANTA FE
The Santa Fe is seriously considering installing what is called the

"CLOCK

WEATHER

OF

SYSTEM

NORTHERN

"clock system" in' the round house
and machine shops. By this system
th amount of time put in by each
man a be accurately computed by
the alerk in a much more expeditious
manner than by the system now in
use. At the entrances to the shops
and raund house registration boxes
are iaotitlled. They are in the form
of a clock with a slot containing a
long tape. WTien the men go to work
they register their clock number on
the tape, on which the time is automatically printed by a mechanism
within the clock. The same is done
Most of
whea the men quit work.
the en who have worked under tnis
and similar systems say that it is a
good cae.
MATERIAL

NEW MEXICO

APPLES AND PEARS THAT WERE
NOT PICKED NOW A COMPLETE LOSS.

FOR WILLARD

DEPOT ARRIVES.
Material for the new Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe depot at Willard
continues to arrive, says the Estancia
News.
The depot is to cost $10,000
and will be two stories in height. It
will he built of concrete, reinforced
with steel. The design will be imposing. Besides the new depot, Willard will soon have a round house. A
temporary structure will be built for
the present. A new steel water tank,
60 feet in height, is to be built Just
west of the present depot. A large
water main is being laid south of the
main track. It will have twelve openings, through which water will be run
into cars for hauling to points east on
the cut off, where water is unobtainable. Water trains from Willard east
and west will be a frequent sight after
the road is completed.
TELEGRAPH MANAGERS
GET ANOTHER RAISE
Fallowing close uion a raise of
about $10 a month, made August 1.
r
the Raata Fe has come forth with
neat raise of wages for it's
telegraph managers to go into ffect
November 1. The new addition to
the telegraph managers' salaries will
be tea per cent of the earnings of their
respective offices. In some places
this will be quite' an Item, while in
oibers it will not amount to much.!
However, tin re Is one thing it will
promote and that is better telegraph
service for the patrons. It will be an
incentive for the operators t( give
those ki ndiug telegrams better ser-

Throughout Colfax and Mora counties the apples and pears that were
on the trees last Monday night are
now a complete loss, having frozen
on the tree's and frozen Bolid, says tile
Springer Stockman. From reports it
is hardly probable that over twenty-fiv- e
per cent of the winter crop of
apples und pears had been picked, but
there is no question that the balance
is lost, only being good for cider, vinegar and butters. The winter apple
crop was unusually large tills year.
The loss will be enormous.
N. W. Mills says he has lost 4,000
bushels of apples at his Canadian
canyon orchard, and 100 bushels or
pears. This loss falls heavily upon
him. He had practically picked none
of his winter varieties. He says he
will start in at once making cider
and apple butter and utilize all he can
of the fruit. Only two years ago Mr.
Mills suffered a heavy loss to his orchard by the great flood, and together with the present loss he is having more than his share of financial
loss.
M. M. Chase, who owns the largest
orchard in this county, near Cimarron, lost his entire crop. The loss to
him is enormous.
George H. Webster, manager of the
I'rraca ranch near Cimarron, report
s
having .picked about
of his
crop, but the rest is gone.
Almost the entire yield in the hie
Iawson and Dane orchards on the
Vermejo were frozen. The smaller
orchards lower down on the Vermejo
lost a big per cent of their fruit,
two-third-
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ALL READY FOR LAND RUSH

Vehicles

AT FAMOUS WALKER LAKE

-- AND.-

V

arness

'S'

at Reduced
Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING 19 THE ONLY
TiME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION 13 COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING 1N BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

J

v. '"V.J

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr rirtt Strttt and TUra Avenue

BOARD

SANITARY

INTERESTING AND COMPREHENSIVE PREPARED BY SECRETARY WILL C. BARNES.
A very Interesting
report of the
transactions
of the cattle sanitary
board of New Mexico for the fiscal
year of 1904 and 1905 has Just been
issued, says the New Mexican.
Will
C. Barnes, the secretary, carried to
his task not only a thorough understanding of the stock Industry but a
talent for statistics and literary ability and therefore the report is unusually readable and its thirty pages
teem with Information that will Interest every one. The growth or decline of the cattle industry Is graphically shown by the amount of cattle shipped during each year of the
past decade. The largest number
was In 1897, when the shipments
amounted to 244,495 head; the lowest
was in 1901, when they amounted to
131,422 head. Last year they were
198,170 head, an increase of 32.000
over the year previous, but 22.000 less
than in 1903. The number of hides
shipped out increased annually from
7,634 In 1900 to 38,965 In 1904, when
there was a slight falling off to 38,662
last year. The number of horses
shipped out was 3,145 in 101, 3.821
In 1902, 13.499 in 1903, 14,997 in 1904,
15,211 In 1905. A more complete review of the report will be given in a

later Issue.
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REPORT Of CATTLE

PHONES

cisco. Early hi November the fall
time card goes into effect and it is
announced that there may be a slight
change in the time of the train arrivals at Albuquerque. The train will
carry observation and drawing-rooPullmans, Harvey dining car and club
smoker. A compartment sleeper will
also be added. Features on this train
are a barbershop and a tailoring department w here the good dresser may
have his clothes preised every hour
if he likes. Dally market, reports and
other information is received on the
train for the benefit of those who de- all
sire to keep in close touch with
street.

I
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VISIT OUR
NEW STORE
312 NORTH SECOND STREET
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WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
8TYLES ON THE MARKET OF

efr
LAKE RESERVATION.
Thnvt, 1A
n . ,..!.,!
UU
eVCIJ
llllFM
t
tob
K.l.,..l.. i . ' The" IndiansII do not want
to ba
r laint, are five hundred Indians fifMirtvu.l Mf (lmln l.l l!n
I
'.
"""KS nu ueeiaro
,,n.
V"'"
of tho
leaner- mat tney will fight the Invaders to the
V
hi., f u I, I i,
"ast
While the whites do not
l ,hn"y Kly'
Nea.
"f
th'' ,Bre m,lrh fll"li in the threats of the
8VHrPH
d.
Washoe ftribe and other bands. Hun- - Redmen. thev are quarreling
among
,ll!-h-

.

f

dreds of prospectors, land grabbers,
farmers, merchants and. in fact, every
class of gentry make up the varl- colored mass of humanity that are
Just awaiting the announcement
of
the rush.
On October 29th the government
is throwing open to settlers the fa- motts Walker Lake Indian n sei vat Ion.
It Is near to the well known mines
of Tonopah and Goldfleld and Is con- sidered to be spotted with rich sur- -- ore.

'"' point the fliiger or suspicion
,mvar,i some of the bind grabbers and
Sily th:" ,,,py 8re ,n
lm' f !,l,me
of 'lle """p officials who know well
!ho vaI
the community,
Walker Lake reservation
forty
miles long and eighteen miles wide.
The mineral lands a e extensive but
extend' all
the rich farming land
around Walker Lake and will be grab-fac- e
,
H.,i
reatiiiv.

UNGLE SAM TRIES TO

for an Old One How it
is done in Albuquerque.

Mother at 70.
mother has suddenlf been
made young at 70. Twenty years of
Intense suffering from dyspepsia had
entirely
disabled
her, until six
months ago, when she began taking
Electric Bitters which have completely cured
her and restored the
strength and activity she had in the
prime of life." writes Mrs. W. L.
t
rick, of Dan forth, Me. Greatest
restorative medicine on the globe.
Rets
stomach.,
liver and kidneys
right, purifies the blood and cures
malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
Wonderful nerve tonic. Price FOc.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
o
Try a Citizen wan: advertisement.
Gil-pa-

mimxico

WE FILL

B. RUPPE

PRESCRIPTIONS

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT. TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j j

White House Restaurant and

It

THIRD STREET

Lodging House

AND

AT ALL HOURS BAR
CONNECTION.
No, 209 South First Street
Opposite Santa Fe Depot
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

MEALS

Moat Market

IN

All Kinds of Freeh and

The New York Saloon and
Rooming House

oi

7.

8s It Meats.

Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonio Building, North Third

Btr,

W. E. M AUGER

WOOL

315 South Second Street
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIQAR8
One Block From Depot and Two
Blocks From Poatoffice.
P. ZITO, Proprietor.

FAIR EXCHANGE.

A Young

ALBUQurnQur,

-

A New Back

"My

& CO.,
J. KORBUR
nkw

themselves

CURE HOMESICKNESS

n

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

-

How'i ThiaT
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
(or any case of Catarrh that cannot he
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. F. J.
C1IKNEV & CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
We. the undersigned, have known V.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe htm perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially able
to carry out any obligations made by his THE SANITARY CONDITIONS HAVE IMPROVED
AT PANAMA
Walding, Klnnan & Marvin,
tirm.
AMUSEMENT PLACES ARE TO BEGUILE THE LONESOME.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken Internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonial
sent free. Price 75c. per bottle. Bold by
all Druggists.
Family Pills for constlpa
Take Hal)
tlon.

The back aches at times with a
dull, indescribable feeling, making
you weary and
restless,
piercing
pains shoot across the region of the
kidneys, and again the loins are so
lame to stoop is agony. No use to rub
ar apply a plaster, to the back In this
condition. You cannot
reach the
cause. Exchange the bad back for a
new and stronger one.
Pascual Yannl, boot and shoe repairer on the Plaza, residence College street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "A
man cannot sit on the bench repairing shoes all day unless his back is
extra strong. When it Is weak, lame
and pains continually, it becomes a
positive nuisance without mentioning
the suffering he endures. If working
at my occupation was not the primary cause of bachache it certainly
aggravated it. Much to my surprise
and more to my gratification, Doan's
Kidney Pills so washed, purified and
strengthened my kidneys that the
bachache ceased."
For sale by all dealers. Price F0
cents. Foster-MyiiurCo., Buffalo,
New York, Bole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
9

Roundabouts, Etc,
Harness & Saddles,

Wll,r

"''"

LATEST

Carriages, Buggies,

VIEW OF WALK Kit
Reno, Nev. Oct. 29 Camped on the

ni.

THE

with Reaoe ft Manger.
Office, 118 North First St
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

TOTI o OR API

A. SLEYSTER

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Haj
Grain and Fuel.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY Fine Line of Imported Wines. Liquor
and Cigars. Place your order turn
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
this line with us
NORTH THIRD STRXaTB.
Automatic Telephone. 174. .
-

A.
DREDGING

THE MOUTH

OP THE CANAL

By Victor M. Hughes.

AT

CRISTOBAL
.Now all this Is to be changed. The
order has gone forth to establish at
government expense club houses in all
imputation centers. Each club la to
be fitted up with gymnasium, bowling
alleys, billiard rooms, reading rooms
and a concert hall. Construction has
already been begun ati Culebra. Base
ball grounds have been 'graded and
teams have been organized. Tennis
courts and golf links are being favorably cosldered.
Life on the Isthmus with these
things to abolish monotony, will not
be aalf bad. And there is higher pay
here for the worklngman than in any
other place in the world.
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors. No.
209 West Railroad avenue. Is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tre-- t coma,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She?
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. liambini's own. preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
ckln and Improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
She also orepares a hair tonic that
cures and prevents dandruff and talr
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of tbeje preparations are pureiy
vegetable compounds. Have just added a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
It Is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage
COLON.

Special Correspondence.
Panama, Isthmus of Panama, Oct.
29. Hand In hand with the problems
of tne wet season that have been so
bravely worked out by Chief Engineer
Stevens come those of health and
comfort. A pure water supply was of
especial Importance. Heservolrs and
artificial lakes have leape'd Into exist
ence. Sterilizing plants are located at
each center of population. An almost
perfect system of sewers has been
constructed throughout the lone. In
the matter of water supply and general silnitary condition the towns and
villages of the zone have few equals
anywhere In the world.
Climatic conditions are such that
the Isthmus can never be' a health
resort, but it surely is the most
healthful nook in all the tropics. With
hla 2,5110 men, Gorgas has scrubbed
the isthmus clean, and he is keeping
It clean.
He has eradicated yellow
fever absolutely. Malaria, it seems,
must always be with us, but one rarely hears of a serious case. Pneumonia
is the one disease that Is causing any
concern on the isthmus. It exists almost exclusively among the negroes,
and Is the result of carelessness in no'
changing perspiration or rain wetted
garments with proper frequency.
In a previous article I pointed out
that the most Berious Ills of the men
here were not physical. Homesickness
of living In
and loneliness, the
a oounty bare of the ordinary pleasures of life, were what filled the American's heart with discontent
and
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
pointed his face homwward.
BREAD and take no other.
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INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Assort,
tlon. Office at 217 West Kallro
avenue.
If you want results in advertising
try an Evening Citizen want ad.

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobaoeo, a
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
100 North Broadway, corner of Wa
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N.

i

RANKIN & CO.
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL BSTATB,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

L. H. SHOEMAKER
Genera! Repair Shop.

I ills

Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stovee repaired.

Next to Walton's drug store. Scut
Third street.

.
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TAKE WARNING.
for when the leaves begin to fall It
Is a sure sign that winter Is on the
way, and high time for you to have

that old furnace looked over and
repaired.
Perhaps you need a new
one. In either case you will get the
most satisfactory results by giving
the order to the Standard Plumbing &
Heating company, who make a specialty of furnace work, and employ
only skilled workmen.

Standard Plumbing & Healing Co

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrrlev
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
"
MONUMENTS
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superintendent of machinery on the Santa Ke coast lines,
arrived from the west this morning,
joining (Jen. Superintendent I. L.
d
of i he coast lines, who arrived
yesterday. Superintendent W. K.
and H. J. Gibson are tlso in the
city. The moving of
local yards
is thought to he the object of 'their
visit, as both the smith and west di
vision will be more or less affected
by the change. President Ripley and
General Manager Hurley, with other
main line officials, are expected in the
city either 'he last of this week or the
first of next.

B
B
B

General Manager J. E. Hurley of
nlay anthe Santa Fe railway yinounced that all station operators
who handle Western Union messages
will henceforth be given l' per cent
of all revenue
derived from this
dans of work. About T'o operators
are affected and it means an addition
of aliout $L'u mm a year to their pay.
Six weeks ago the Santa Ke increased
the pay of I.Oiiii ollur operators and
the aggregate increased income to
the employes per year is ICi.imki.
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The fall season
l!l
mark the
twelfth in the continuance of the Santa Fe's famous train of luxury between Chicago, Kansas City. Los Angeles and Sail Diegu and San Fran-
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its Location

HELEN' IS

,

MILKS SOl'TH OF A I.Itl'Ql'KIl-QfHTHE Jl'NCTION OF THE .MAIN
LINK OF TUB SANTA FB SYSTEM -- LEADING
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES,
FRANCISCO.
AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
N.

31

M., AT

PASO AND TEXAS.

lirSINKSS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
HO FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH LEAUTIFUL
AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE; SEVERAL IARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS: THE BELEN PATENT ROU.ER
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY: LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL. FIJUR. WHEAT, WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
TiLE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
1.000
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ME

TO BELEN, N. Ill,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

Kooooe

Koo)oooeoox)oeK
A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WE8T, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO 8 AND OR
GRAVE I
MODERN
WE NEED A FIR3T-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
3,
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The Belen Town and

provement
JOHN BECKER,

Pres.

Im- -

ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

Co.

WM. M. BERBER,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
D
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IK
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

SeCy.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

LOCAL AND

EVENING

CITIZEN.

Francisco.
oth her mother she was
caught In the disaster, and besides
Mill? BUIHTt'n
i'iwit;rTy lOSS OI
"."'"
i
Llmla
Pllmuii.. vi VHriO'l
.lilnh
i
villi,,
nm'" fmm
she never recovered. Mrs. Isherwood,
una neen pf'"K
A
vlati
Jin FrnnrlHrn Inst
one day before th earthquake took
piace.
Mrs. Nelll It. Field, who made a
hurried business trl plo Chicago,
by Miss Nina Otero, returned to the city on the limited today. Miss Otero ''us also returned to
her home In Santa Fe,' accompanied
hy her sister, Miss Anita Bergere, who
had been a pupil at the academy of
he Sisters of l.orelto at Mount St.
Joseph, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Announcement is made that Miss
Ethel Hayden, (laughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. YV1. Hayden. of 219 North
Walter street, will become Mrs. Louis
McRae on Tuesday evening of this
week. The ceremony will be performed at the residence of the bride'
Parents, after which the couple will
depart for the home of lr. Melius at
Magdalena, N. M.
A larpn IniTi'iiM of travel Iidu mnrfft
necessary the enlarging of the biig- mum 01 uje itiuui siaium and 10
mi.-.i-

PERSONAL
James Arnot. brother of (U'orge Ar
VogaM.
not. Is in the city from
William Krascr. a well known sli'p
man. Is here from his ranch near bs
tancia.
Fred Otero left tuts niornlnjt on a
mislness trip to the OoUlen mining
district.
M. M. Oonnt II of Los I.unas, after a
short stay In Albuquerque, has re- turned home.
Pitt Ross has removed his engiWest Gold ave
neering office to 3
enue, on the ground floor.
The secretary of the Horauin,
company, A. J. Cooke, came In
from Tnoreau saturuay nigm.
V. S. Mlera, a well known citizen of
Cuba, N. M., tarries nere on business
Van Casey Is In from Gallup.
Mips Ethel Fluke returned to her
school at Alameda this morning after
spending Sunday In the city with
home folk.
John Mclntyre and wife and Miss
Isabel Montoya of San Antonio, N. M.,
are among the visitors to the Duke
City today.
C. N. Cotton of Gallup came in to
Albuquerque last night ax the guest
of General Superintendent I. L. Hib
bard of the Santa Fe const lines.
C. B. Allaire of San Antonio, the
people's candidate for county commissioner for the four year term In Socorro county, Is spending the day in
the city.
C. M. Foraker, United States marshal, has returned from Santa Fe,
where he has been In attendance at
the recent session of the territorial
supreme court.
J. G. Penny of Estancia is In town
on business. He Is the proprietor of
a Jewelry and music store in his honi
town and Is also the owner of a poultry farm nearby.
Max B. Fitch, manager
for the
Southwestern Lead and Coal company, .operating In the Calmllo mountains. Is In the city on business with
the expectation of returning south tonight.
Mrs. .1. K. Burr of Carhomlale, Pa.,
and Miss M. S. Kays of Scranton. Pa.,
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. It. V. I).
Bryan of Park avenue, and Eighth
street. Mrs. Burr Is a sister of Mr.
Bryan.
R. W. 1). Bryan, Albuquerque's representative at the Douglas, Ariz., Y.
M. C. A. convention, returned home
Sunday morning with the remainder
of the Meadow City representatives
who passed throiight en route to Ias
Vegas.
Sheve Cunavan, a well known republican politician of McKinley county, is In the city from Gallup. He
says the regular republican county
ticket, nominated last Saturday, will
carry McKinley county by a good majority.
William J. Oliver, who has been for
several years assistant superintendent of the United States Indian
school here, will leave on Tuesday for
Zuni, N. M., where he is to serve as
Indian agent and trader each for the
Zuni Indians.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Curran left
Saturday night for a prolonged stay
at Cooney, la the Alogollon mountains
of Socorro county. Mr. Curran says
that In about two weeks the mill at
the Cooney mine will start and that
g
the entire Mogollon district is
as never before.
Mrs. Louis Trauer, accompanied by
her sister, Mrs. Simon Neustadt of
Los Lunas, and Mrs. L. F. Levy of
El Paso, returned to the city yesterday morning and all will remain here
a few days. Mrs. Neustadt has been
quite ill for several weeks, and it Is
hoped a short stay in the city will
prove beneficial.
Judge D. H. McMillan, formerly of
Socorro, but now of Denver, is stopping at the Alvarado. The . Judge
moved his family to Denver shortly
after the earthquakes began rocking
the Gem City, but he says that he
will return as soon as things become
quiet 'again. Judge McMillan Is a
staunch supporter of statehood.
Rev. Edward Le Breton,
for tne
past few years pastor of the .Methodist Episcopal church South at San
Marclal, with Mrs. Ijs Breton and
children, passed up the road this
morning. Rev. Le Breton was recently transferred by the conference
held at Alpine, Texas, from San Mar-cito Tucumcarl.
The C. A. Hudson hunting party,
some of whom are members of the
"Improved Order of Lunch Grabbers,"
returned last night from a hunting
trip along the river. They were successful in bagging some cottontails,
quails and snipes and the hunters did
not forget Intimate friends with a fewbirds, even with cottontails.
Mrs. Annie Ghlusla, formerly a resident of Albuquerque and who lett
here several months ago for San
Francisco, died last Saturday in a
hospital at Sun Bernardino, Cal. The
news conies through Alderman Isher-woowho yesterday received a telegram announcing 'the death. Miss
Ghisla's Illness was a result of the
terrible earthquake and fire in San

ls

Shoes That Please!
fnil to please the most critical eye. They have a
hM8
gracefulness and dash of style that everybody likes. Shoes to be
hnndpome, artistic and well fitting need not be expensive. Our showing of the hew fall and winter style s proves this. We invite you to
"examine them.
'"U''JWian
Chir

nr-ve-

nxrfcyET?-

FOR KEN
Patent Colt Shoes, dull tops
Vici Kid Shoes, soft and dressy
Box Calf Shoes, light or heavy soles'

$3.50 $3.75
3.00
3.50
2.50
3.00
1.75 2.00

Satin Calf Shoes, strong and neat looking

$4.00
4.00
3.50

255

FOR WOMEN
Patent Kid Shoes, dull tops, lace or button. .$3.00 $3.50 $4.00 $5.00
Vici Kid shoes, light or heavy lace or button.... 2.50 3.00 3.50 5.00
Dongola Shoes, stylish, welt wearing
1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50
Low shoes, dress slippers, high or medium heel. 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

Wlien purchased at P. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This is because we Always procure toe best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

lF. F. TROTTER
iNos. 118

and

12i

South Second street.

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Greatest Fair Has

Passed Into History

.We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
choice barpaiDB, which we wish to dispose of In order to make
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
WATCHES, STERLING
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC, ever offered to the good people
Albuquerque.
of

The

Co.

Hickox-Maynar- d

Leading

New Mexico's

Jewelers

Stand In Your Watohoa for Ropmlrm
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

I

GO.

I

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

No Waste Fuel

pios-perin-

The Wilson Hot Blast Heater is so constructed that it burns into actual heat every ounce of
coal and every bit of gas. There is no waste.
Not only does it cut fuel bills in half,
but it gives greater, heating power
than any other heater known.
Start a fire in a

A

WILSON

HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT

HEATER
and it will be roaring in five minutes.
The perfect damper system enables
you to keep fire for 36 hours.
,

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

al

GO.

SOLE AGENTS

-
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THE

Palace

Diamond

IBM

RAILROAD AVE.

dunnn.u Watcce. Jeelr, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
tod aunraute A SQUARE DEAL.
nut
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MONDAY,

If IU
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""r think jou can get
Ing very well with-ut
piano, but it
consider

you are not so different in contour from any other
stout, tall, thin or short man of the same chest
measurements. Stein-IJlochaving reduced this
similarity to a mathematical exactness, tailor
clothes that fit you, cloaking with clean cut style
your proportions, and averaging them up rather
than pointing them out. $15.00. $18.00, $20.00,
$22.50, up to $30.00 a suit.
i:. L. VAMir.l kN Co.

there

In tin
.... rpllann

i

V

i.
11ITJ

MUCH

nowadays

heard

about

clothes-qualit-

y,

There are so many reputable lines of clothing nowadays that there is no excuse for any man getting the
of it, providing he uses common-sens- e,
and does
not try to get something for nothing.
Yet a man isn't to he blamed for having flatlron-fake- d
clothes foisted on him at least, for the first ttme.
if it happens the second time, it's his own fault, liecanse
w;e have told how such a large percentage of clothes are
given "selling shape" with the fiatlron. Instead of by
careful needlework because the latter is cheaper.
If you want assurance that your clothes are going
to give you constant gratification, and hold their shape
nnd retain their original style, then we invite you to try
one of our H., s. & M. Suits or Overcoats.

by us.

If there Is any other reason we
don't know of It, and if you will come
In and tell us what It in we believe
wc will be able to clear the difficulty

a way.

H. HAHN

Is

we have contributed our share toward the
discussion, and perhaps a little more. ,

H.S.&M.

CO.

Suits . .

$15 to $35
$12 to $35

.

H. S. & M. Overcoats .

Coal and Coke

.

STURM,

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

It Will Pay You to Trade With

Dolirermin
,, nml
.... .
,.
In
...... l.rrtnoHf
...
lll.ii.ni..iu niuuijiicique where he was incarcerated In the
wuuuij jiiii.
ne was tried aoouti a
Vl'flf n ir unA mftin In.lon Al.l.f.lt c
tenced him he escaped from the Jail.
in me iiioiiniains ne wooea ana won a
rv,l
ni'CttV native till
who living or
pence with the world when the officer

& FIRST
ESAU

NORTH

115-11- 7

STREET

Between Railroad and Copper Ave.

npprenenaea mm.

.
"I I f i fn
'If m la nn A ,.M f , .
ohl man. There Is nothing doing from
uwiiiiiiK mi mgni, and i don t see
how you stand It In such a quiet, un- nii i cniuig place.
T.......
.I'm
oil ,!..
... lilibV ul
,,a
lilt;
it'll tft'Ml ikn
children from being killed bv
1

(1

A pair of our daintv felt Jnliettes
with fur trimming will make your
feet comfortable for the tt'hnln win.
ter. They come in black, brown, red
or green ana cost only S1.25 and 51.50
a pair at C. May's shoe store, 314
West Railroad avenue.
At Casino, Thursday evening. No
vember 1. the laughable farce. "Snob-son- 's
Stag Party" will be rendered.
Don't fureet Prof Rnlrittrln'o fllr"rr
to the clullds at Trarttnn imrL- - Qnil.
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
o
Matillee at Traction mirk Sitmlav
afternoon. Grand stand free.
FOR RENT OR SALE ROOMING
HOUSE, FURNISHED COMPLETE.
A BARGAIN CALL 214 WEST GOLD.
Thursday night. Nov. 1. the laneh- able farce, "Snobson's Stag Party,"
will be rendered at the Casino.

HEATING

STEEL RANGES
With Reservoir and
Warming Oven

SI 8.00 and up

bric-a-bra-

Albu-aueru-

ue

office.

COOKING

5c, 10c & 15c

A

URGE

ARTICLES
IN

ASSORTMENT

ABUNDANCE

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

S3

T(E

7

THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES

AUCTION.
I will nositivelv sell nt nubile n.r ra
tion to the highest and best bidder,
the entire furnishinca of iha lio.ntifnl
seven-roohome of Mr. Walter S.
Bowen at 423 South Third street. Sale
begin
will
DroniDtlv at 1 n m. Octo
ber 30th.
goods
The
consist In nart nf l ll lien
utensils, a 130 gas range, kitchen caba
inet, $30 refrigerator, beautiful mission oak dining table, dining chairs,
sideboard and china closet. Leather
oouom rockers, chairs, lace curtains,
etc. Three Iron beds, mattresses and Bnrincs Torn heanlifnl i v.
minister rugs, small rugs, matting.
stair and hall carpets, & $500 Kimball
piano and other articles too numerous to mention.
These goods are absolntelv umltarv
and almost new. Reason for sale is
Mr. Bowen, manager for th Equitable
Life, is transferred from the
office to the Portland. Oregon.

AND

STOVES

--

Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
Round

0

Oak,

National

Healing Stoves.

COAL

0

and

Peninsular
w

j

e

fc

HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

WHITNEY COMPANY,
I

0

OOC

W AM

The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest

PLUMBERS AND
TINNERS

JACK

momth rirmt Btroot
IIS,4ot,
It 9.403,
ItT.
MorUi

rirmt

Inspect goods Monday afternoon

Ajealt:

Winchester Arm and Ammunition,
Hercules Pawner and High Explosives.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

tft

sale.

g
0
6

H. S. KNIGHT,

Auctioneer.
TICKETS SOUGHT. SOLD
"Snobson's Stag Party," a laugh-e.b- le THE HIGHLAND LIVER
i tin cvruikiccn
farce, will be produced at the
BAM BROOK BR09., Prop.
Casino Thursday night, Nov. 1.
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
AstoelMtloo Office
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
Transactions
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
HONEY
Guaranteed',
special
on
rates
days.
at
week
Ten pounds of the best extracted
I
D
I
H
Auto
H. H. AVS.
604.
Phone
W.
112
No.
John St HIlSrNr Fl S.
honey, $i. Sixty-pouncan for $3.
Order by postal. V. P. Allen, Box 202
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADCity.
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
STORE.
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
A ldg line of unredeemed overcoats
for sale cheap at Uosendeld's,
118
West Railroad avenue.
'WJU ...in
Ml

R.R.

E

QSM.UUU

WHY PLANT THE SEED VARIETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
"SEEDLESS
APPLE"
ORCHARD
AT SMALL COST? N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.

Ask for JAFFA S KRACK
BREAD and tak no other.

KREA!

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM

home-cooke-

v

.I ..
JI

.

1

,.

Quality Question

4

The Woman's Exchange Is the only
place In the city, where you can always buy
d
goods. Try our
pies baked on paprus pie plates. Wo-

4

Where We Stand
....ON THE....

When you next go shopping why
not call here and select thp tilnnn that
suits you?
south wall of the present room is be
Awaiting your call we are
ing iemoved and tne cast and west
Very respectfully,
Wfllla
.1...
.vtnml...t uniltll
LEARXARI) & L1XDEMANN,
room.
The addition will be fully as
"OK U'lmt rcnl.l Atronua
large as the original room and the In- New
Mexico's Largest Piano Buyers.
creased space Is expected to be quite
ample for the present demand at least.
W.
The Optic says:
Antime .1.
&
Jr., beneficiary,
and M. W.
WHoIoboIo
Rotmll
and
Flournoy. trustee, have docketed a
case In tin' district ourt against
Minnie f Pvlll Hll.l V. A Pvin nf
Colfax county. This is a suit to re- Best American
Block
$6.50
cover Judgment in the sum of $1,000,
Nut Coal
8.50
nH
nstn fin n nrnmlnanrv Hard
intercut
Larger Sizes
9.50
note, in favor of the Montezuma Sav Domestic
6.00
ings. Loan & Huiirilng association of Green MillGas Cokeper
load
wood,
$2.25
A i inn Morrt no
n uri t r fnroolnon a Ann A
2.75
Riven to secure the payment of the ory Mill wood, per load
Blocks, per load
3.00
note, which had been assigned to the Factory
Alto Native Stove Wood and Kindling
parties plaintiff In this case.
In All Sizes.
A bit of romance clings aliout the Phones
Black, 280
Auto. 416
recent panlnrp of .loso S rtafo an in.
complice of Claude Donne, who is do
ing lime in ine territorial penitentiary for stealing cattle. Baca was arrested In the Zuni mountains near
Ketner by Hatael Gome, a mounted

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
MAHARAN, 616 WEST RAILROAD.
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
FOR SI
PER WEEK.

h,

I

sun for the delay?
Why should you delay?
Not because of terms, because we
have told you again and again that
payments may be arrnnged to meet
your wishes. Not because of any
doubt about the quality of the piano
you may seloot, for that Is guaranteed
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man's Exchange,
avenue.

401

West Railroad

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON S DRUG STORE.

WAL-

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIG1 IT
AT
COLOMBO

HALL

Admission

50c

TMK
DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

H

rih and Pnnm n$ llniKP
MRS. M. E. HEINDL

SOLOMON

LL'NA,

Prop.

x

ACROSS
JUST
THE RAILROAD
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
New Building, New Furniture,

Steam
Heat and Everthing Connected
With the Place Brand New.
ROOMS BY DAY, WLEK OR MONTH

..!

WILLIAMMcl.NTOSH. President

T. C. NEA0, Treasurer and

Mimjer R

For the
Best Line of

KEEP OUT THE COLD WINDS.
SEE
HUDSON
FOR
WINDOW
CLASS.

Stout, tall, thin or short,

1908.
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Me-lach-
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you will
a moment you will
renllre that with a thoroughly good
piano !n your home there Is musical
enjoyment for you without end
A good piano will make your
home
twice as attractive, provide unlimited
pleasure for you and your friends be.
sides furnishing a safe Investment
that has little depreciation because of
the high reputation
nneh.. mnba
ii
.
tit-- I
.Unv.
enjoys.
Isn't It a mistake to put off owning a piano any longer, especially
.
Whan

OCTOBER

pin
MSA

IS:-;?-

in Albuquerque
See Ours

WlclNTOSH HARDWARE CO,

If

